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Pearl Jam shines at SJSU
35,000 fans rock at afternoon concert in Spartan Stadium
By Danthanh Huynh
Writer

Spartan Daily Staff

Staring into a crowd of 35,000 fans,
Eddie Vedder. lead singer of Pearl Jam
said: "You gins I,. 4; great. So these are
all the people I nould’ve seen if I had
fing lifted my head in Sail Francisco.
it bat k.
Glad you could
Vedder thatikt’l ms for their faithfulness, because he liad walked off the
stage after six Snug-’ it a «oxen held in
June at Golden I :ate Park. An illness
forced him to alit ’11,11\ .uicel the show.
But thousands . a irgiving fans congregated to gut the band a second
chance at a ’awn if. n afternoon concert
at Spartan Stadium
Pumped with energy, most of the
fans had camped out the night before
in the parking lots, arrived early in the
morning or traveled from as far as
Orange Comity to see the long-antici-

ii show.
I Ins time, Pearl Jam played past its
,iii h... Vedder told the crowd the orgainzeis had expected the concert to end
at sundown. But its fans would not
allow the band to leave without an
encore performance.
The concert had all the elements of
a smooth operation. Although it was
expected to rain, the concert-goers
were sun-bathed with warmth.
Parking and security remained
under control throughout the event. A
spokesman for the San Jose Poll( e
Department said a total of 30 SJPD officers were present, but the atmosphere
was calm and no problems arose.
The show began at 2 p.m. with
Vedder giving a solo guitar performance. After one soft ballad, he introduced the Fastbacks, a punk him(’ from
Seattle, Wash. Within minutes, mush
pits were formed and body surfers flew

in the air
Alth, m.411 the I astbacks hyped the
rtas if II III its I. nid punk sounds: its
111111,11
111(1
11111 51
111 to 11111)1r,S the
itt11111iiie.
L11111.1’01,
said Mike Peattie
"1
front Cup« !lin,. "1 hey’re :I good punk
hand, hut the% iieed a lot of work on
then l I ,1
MI, belle Moigan from Tracy agreed.
"All tlitit songs sounded the same. I
couldn’t tell us hen I its switched songs,"
she said.
After an hour perforrnance front the
Fasthat ks. Iten I harper and The
Innocent ( ,iurrliil.ils gave the , I silt a
’sounding
"positne
like a (to -s lit lust ,.11 to( Is ’it’ toll and
reggae iii sit . Harper ,nid Ills 1/.111(1
is oh tilt
getietated t hi lii iii ..1\
pounding ol then Wilms I he audience re( ened die nata and I Igor,tush
See

Concert,

Pearl Jam played
to a sold -out
crowd at Spartan
Stadium Saturday.
The band made
up for a canceled
San Francisco
show this June,
by playing almost
every song from
all their albums.
PHOTO BY
L. CLENDENIN
SPARTAN DAILY
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Earning your wings
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Campus
tuneup
needed
Administration to
discuss new focus
By Kevin Valine
Spartan

Daily

Copy Editor

It’s the oldest public institution
of higher education on the West
Coast. With almost 26.000 students, San Jose State University is
one of the largest universities in
California.
Eighty-five hundred of its engineering graduates work for Bay
Area firms, giving credence to the
tuft-repeated
administration’s
refrain: "San Jose State University
is the tngine that drives Silicon

n

Mark Coguia, left, and Sam Callibo work on the engine of a smaIl plane as part of a 100 -hour service check. The SJSU Dt4;.artmer 1;
the San Jose International Airport.

Program prepares
students for
aviation careers

By Leslie Farmer

j ike

Varian Daily Staff Writer

One of the shorter figures suit4 mud’,II 11, ti
a single-engine plane on
asphalt facing Mount 11.11111ln,’, slue is a
ii,il lie
mann,
senior t the department’s
progr.tin and its onh, h41111.III41.1(111.1te
this %CM. She 11,1011e .11111i115_11huiii gb Is
Inc pet( ent of female ,Itult tit, iii he
itt ilu lout -year aviatunt
tii
lug

all the students working
around her at SJSU ’s aviation
department, Jennifer Bradley
wears blue overalls that have her name
on the front in yellow script.

\,,,k

DAD 1
-,ated at

A.

CAI!. ,I111.1
Sue
1934, the aviation program at
Slst has graduated more than 3,000 stule it is iii two major concentrations leading to a bachelor’s degree. Ayiation
concenuation
the
is
(11111 mains
It’s igned for students interested in the
See Aviation, page 4

Radio modems could give easier access to the ’Net’
Computer
company
believes
hook up is
’No risk
to the
university’

By Danielle L. Costa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Students who attempt to access the
Internet at home through SJSU’s computer 1\ stem more often than not tend
to fluid the modem lines busy. And they
should, because according to SJSU
telecommunications director Karen
McCarty, there are only 40 lines available for all 25,997 students.
"They’re busy because people are
calling in, not so much to get into the

ampus slatem, but to go out to the
Internet, McCarty said. "N’tlatt n, II’
looking to do is to 111.11.1 .1\ .111,11ile
vice to laetrile and si ti, lents that isould
allow them to at , ss he lima net will
out necessarik ha mg to use the t i1111 pus resources iii
Many univer sines thrtnighout the
country are bilked lip to two-wa 1,11,\ 1.11110
1m modems.] IltN .111.
modems that tIlt is students to fl i ess
on-line
other
e
oi
the Internet,
services without having to tie up tele-

phone hues.
One compam that provides this sit lice to Si hook h
(IC Santa (It it,.
Stanford 1’1111i rIls and IA: Bet kele%.
a Los ( ,atos-based
i«int In.
Is \
conipani
"1".’1,91"P the 1"’"," k ii itt ii ,s1 its
executhe iiiikersin." said 1)ott
." \ht’tt (it hut. "1 ltt’t’tii iiists hit ele, it , al work. hut
we pill iii .1 lag initannent. \Ye ha«.
10,111111 iii equipmet it we put into it.
There Is 110 risk to the university. -

Israel mourns loss I Immigrants change
Tens of thousands of Israelis are
mourning the loss of Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin who was
assassinated on Saturday.
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A year -long study that was
released Friday, challenges
negative stereotypes of
immigrants as being unwilling
to assimilate.
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ibit’su_ill
t
Ii link up usitli Rum. het. users hu% us
$300 modem tlitou5lt Met, it oin and
As11111

pay AS29,95 titooltdi It .t tot iii it

.111 t’s, to the 1111ello I II bl 11411(i1.1
p.11111(1414) W1111
Ills
w1111111reCelt 111’1111111111111hr I (1st of
lilt
111,.111111s
SI’l
It
the MOdeIll .11111
fee.
I4arian Somers, al slat stiii.tt lutist See Tech, page 4

il,,wever, as the university
approaches its 139th year, its
engine is sputtering and needs a
major tuneup.
But the tuneup may prove to be
more painful than the budget crisis of the last five Years that saw students’ fees more thim double and
the number of class sections and
professors to teach them both
decline by nearly 15 percent.
During the same period, enrollment dropped from 30,338 in
1990 to 25.997 this fall.
Under
the
prodding
of
President Robert L. Caret. SJSU is
attempting to redefine itself
something it has not done in more
than 30 years
and forge a new
identity as a metropolitan university serving the unique needs of the
South Bay, with its mix of hightech business and a multicultural
popi dation.
STSI
Provost Linda Bain
Gil tI s set ond-in-command
sanl slue !Hines to have a process in
pla,
next semester (Cr by the
fall III is Inch the administration
and fa, ultv can discuasSJSU’s new
meat, in. Bain said that discussion
may take up to a year.
Then come the tough and
painful decisions about which of
SJSU’s 191 -degree-granting programs fit the new mission and
which don’t.
The losers face elimination,
«msolidation or caps placed on
their enrollment and funding.
The university’s new mission will
affect
how
students
learn.
See Tuneup, page 5

Funding cuts

Niners lose again

Las Angeles county officials
have been warned to brace
themselves for a wave of bad
news from Washington
regarding cuts in funding.

Carolina became the first
expansion club to win four
games and defeat a defending
Super Bowl champion in its
inaugural season.
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The Other Side

Three-eared mice and other marvels
60iNG DOWN,
GENERAL Nit?

ABORTION

RIGHT

Newsroom Voices

Unequal crack penalty equals racism
Crack cocaine, introduced to the inner city
about 10 years ago. is on its way to the Supreme
Court of the United States. Last Monday "the
Supreme Court agreed to decide whether the government must explain why nearly all those prosecuted
fur federal crimes involving crack are black." said an
article in Tuesday’s New lt k Times.
Crack hit my inner di% neighborhood when I was
in high school. I can still remember the first time I
was offered a "rock" one morning, out behind my
school.
I asked the seller, who Was about 14 years old.
"What’s that r" He smiled, holding up the little brown
bottle and I , laring the jar an mod in circular motions
causing the little white rock to clink against the sides
of the container. "This is the best high you can get, "
he said.
A cheap, form of powdered cocaine, crack is the
closest an urban youth can get to cocaine; a drug too
expensive for inner-city kids to buy. It is sold by the
rock, $5 or $10 rocks, and is smoked in a little glass
pipe.
I watched neighborhoods crumble around me as
crack swept through the city like an incurable virus. I
witnessed classmates and friends become "crack
heads", locking themselves away in crack houses for
days at a time to experience "the best high you can
get."
It was sold on just about every street corner, 24
hours a div. seven days a week. I was one of the few
who didn’t succumb to its crippling effects. I was one
of the few t, , make it out flinty neighborhood.
Cra( k isprt iduced by wealthy. above-the-law smugglers and dealers who introduced it to the inner cities
to make a profit at the expense of the city’s residents.
It was definitely not created within the cities; I have
yet to see a coca leaf garden in my neighborhood.
Even though crack is a form of cocaine, current
laws state there is a mandatory minimum sentence of
five years for possession of five grams of crack. B.ut
powdered ,,caine, a form only afforded by affluent,
suburban abusers has no such minimum and those in
possession inn.? have 500 grams, heti ire the five-year
mandator% sell tunced is given to them.
Think :OH nit that for a minute. That is a 100-to-I
ratio, yet were talking about the same drug - cocaine.
The only difference is how and where it is used.
This discrepancy in sentencing also applies to possession of larger amounts of the drug. Black men
from inner cities, where crack is more prevalent,
receive longer prison sentences than white suburban
residents who are shown leniency for possessing the
powdered form of cocaine.
The U.S. Sentencing Committee, who stated
that 90 percent of last year’s convictions for federal crack offenses were black and 3.5 percent
were white, proposed removing the difference
in sentencing for drug possession. But the
Justice Department opposed the change and
Congress passed a bill rejecting the proposal.
Last week, federal prisons across the
country reacted to the bill in anger, burning and destroying property causing millions of dollar in damages. As a result,
federal authorities locked down thousands of prisoners in an effort to control
the riots. President Clinton signed the
bill Monday.
Not surprisingly, it’s the the Clinton
administration that has brought the
issue to the Supreme Court. The
adtniniso anon has filed the recent

The ruling, which upheld a federal
district judge’s order demanding
federal prosecutors explain the
disproportionate statistics in
sentencing, came after Judge
Consuela B. Marshall of U.S.
District Court in Los Angeles
dismissed indictments of five
black defendants on charges
of conspiracy to distribute
crack after the defendants
claimed racism.
appeal to the Supreme Court of a ruling last March by
the federal appeals court in San Francisco.
The ruling, which upheld a federal district judge’s
order demanding federal prosecutors explain the disproportionate
.,
statistics in sentencing. came after
. udge Consuela B. Marshall of U.S. District Court in
Los Angeles dismissed indictments of five black defendants on charges of conspiracy to distribute crack
after the defendants claimed racism.
Although many whites have had similar charges dismissed, no one, including the Clinton administration.
has ever filed an appeal in any of those dismissals.
The current laws are unfair and are an obvious act
of suppression and racism. If this isn’t selective prosecution in its most obvious tones, I don’t know what is.
Crack is cocaine is crack. It doesn’t matter if it’s powder or crystal rock, which actually has less of the
potent property than the powdered form.
If they’re going to throw impoverished, inner-city
cocaine addicts into prison for possessing five grams
of crack, which is the only form of cocaine they
can affOrd, then the educated, more affluent
cocaine addicts possessing five grams of
expensive, powdered cocaine should be
thrown into prison as well.
But it will probably never happen. It
will be interesting to see what the
Supreme Court decides.
alarm Medina
Spartan Daily
Staff Writ"

Ai

n

Letter

Anti-abortion ad insert was inapproprate for the Daily
Hie nu IL isjii I It th I paid advertisement in thi Nos. :’, issue of the
Spartan Daily is an I ti t age.
After seeing this propaganda
and investigating it in the offices of
the newspaper, I found myself
a complaint due
unable to It
to the absence of a faculty advisor
(normally Advertising Professor
Jack Quinton) or anyone willing to
face a complaint about the content
of this ad.
What I have to say to them Was

Attention,
Artists!

this; the Spartan Daily. stall has
apparently decided to make
money at the expense of the
women who read this paper, the
female student txxly. As a member
of that body. I 11111s1 protest this
action. I believe the a« eptan( c
this ad to be no different in spit it
from accepting advertising for
prostitution from pimps or to promote sex trade advertising from
owners of strip clubs.
The issue is; the student paper

liu Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cat-trams.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

by accepting and limning this ad is
in effect stating their position on
the issue of choice, condoning the
views of the advertisement and
using an emotional is.sue which
affects women in order to make a
buck.
I simply do not believe that this
type of advertising is appropriate
in the university newspaper.
Elaine Tanaka

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Hemel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.

can rest easy, ladies and gentlemen, scientists
y(nt
have grown the Car of a human on the back of a
mouse. And we thought science was going to
solve the world’s problems. Science seems intent on
creating new problems.
I saw the photo in the San Francisco Chronicle.
se with an ear on it’s back. I thought
There WAS a
it was a joke, but there it was in black and white - a
picture of the 1111111Se with a !Milian ear and a scientist
with a "hminin, very interesting" facial expression in
the background.
Well, if anything else, odds are that mouse Gut hear
better than any lllll use in the world. And that’s just
what we need, a mouse that will be able to hear us setting up that mouse trap, a nunise that will be able to
hear a piece of food drop on the floor from a mile
away.
This great scientific breakthrough comes on the
heels of other ground-breaking news of the "isn’t science great" variety.
Scientists have also mastered the art of growing
extra eyes on flies.
No kidding!
Through gene Manipulation, scientists have been
able to g 1 ow as man% as 14 extra eyes. in various locations, on flies. They gt (Iv eyes on their wings, on their
legs and c% en on the tips of their antennae. I thought
the tlies ( (add see ,just fine, but obviously scientists
have found the need for a fly with even better vision.
Now there will be no way to swat a fly now. It’s
hard enough to swat a regular two-eye fly, somehow they always seem to know when that rolled
up newspaper is a fraction of an inch away from
them and can take off. Now, through one of its
16 eyes, the fly will be able to see you coming
even better, effectively thwarting any effort you
may make to squash it.
Thank you, science.
But that’s not all. The most absurd scientific "breakthrough" award goes to
Fred Delcomyn, a professor at the
University of Illinois who has - and I’m
not making this tip - "pioneered the
design and use of artificial limbs for
cockroaches." Great, a bionic cockroach. Not only will we have to worry
about them getting into our food, we
are going to have to worry atx nit

Through gene manipulation,
scientists have caused flies to
grow as many as 14 extra eyes,
on various parts of their bodies
...Thank you, science.
them walking off with our refrigerator.
Of course, the scientists who have done these
things claim that it has increased our understanding
of some various aspect of science that will bring about
advances for humans. Call me skeptical, but I fail to
see how a cockroach with artificial limbs or a fly with
14 eyes is going to bring Amin a cure for AIDS or cancer.
What’s next, a firefly with a 1,000-watt halogen
bulb?
Maybe scientists could develop insects and rodents
that would be less of a burden in our lives, rather than
creating supped-up versions of the ones we deal with
now. How about a quiet mosquito so that way we don’t
hear it buzzing around our ear at night? Or
maybe a bee with a less painful sting?
If scientists want to help humans.
work with humans. And I don’t mean
make a human with 14 eyes. I merely suggest that science could better use the talent, energy and money spent on the
ridiculous experiments mentioned above
on human problems.
Nomai is a
Spartan Daily
Columnist
Ms column appears Mondays.

Campus View

’Huck Finn’ shouldn’t be required reading
To read or not to read? That has
been the question for the East Side
Union High Sannl District for the
past month. Finally, the board
voted 4-I to take "The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn" off of the
required reading list. The book
was placed on an optional reading
list leaving the decision to read it
up to the teachers, hopefully with
mime input in an students.
"Huckleberry Finn" has been
under attack off and on across the
nation for the past few years. Every
time the issue is raised, AfricanAmerican parents want the book
removed from curriculum and
white parents want to keep it. I
think African -Americans have a
fair argument. Win make our children read a book it the language

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

makes them uncomfortable?
People say, "Well that was the
language people used at the time
the book was written." Yes, that
argument comes up all the time
but you know what, that type of
language can get you killed on the
streets today! That’s great if teenagers want tel read Mark Twain’s
classic but it should be up to them.
The book is available in the library
for those who are interested.
I agree the issue of slavery
should be discussed in the classroom, and that is why we have history class. In history, kids learn
what happened before, doting and
following the years of the slave
trade. It is structured so students
can acknowledge how things have
changed rather than reading a

bold.; at home with little or no discussion on the issue.
I don’t think banning books is
the answer, where would it end?
But putting books with sensitive
issues on an optional instead of a
required list is a good idea. Or,
why don’t we add "The Biography
Malcolm X" to the required list so
that students can learn about both
sides?
Poor Mark Twain. I don’t think
he wanted to cause this much controversy but darn it he did. As for
the question to read or not to
read, let the students decide.
Sarah Evans
Broadcast Journalism
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Re-Entry Advisory Group
t Group 1211,,iti p.111.
Adin 1 i.tration
21.41.
Call 924-597,0
Rrn
School of Art & Design
Tuesday Night Let to: t Series:
Chris Brown, "Artist.% Falk"
5p.m.-6p.m. Call 924-4328.

Weekly Calendar
TODAY
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KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama flour 12norm1 p.m., Diagonally Speaking
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7pan.-7:30p.m.
Call 9554831.
Model United Nations
Weekly Went 5p.m.-6p.m.
Business Classrooms Bldg.
Rm. 2. Call 467-9890.

gen
ants
han
with
on’t
Or
ans,
can
sugtalthe
rove

Pi Alpha Phi
General Meeting 8p.m.
Student Union, Montalyo Rm.
(-14 699-8998.
Professional
Society
of
Journbalists
Weekly Meetings for all
Journalism Majors 12:30p
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm.
209, Spartan Daily Conference
Rm. Call 994-)126.

TUESDAY
AIESEC
Meeting 6p.m.-8p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe kin.
Call 948-1936.

diss is
nd?
tive
a
Or,
phy
t so
oth
ink
onfor
to
ans
ism

Akabayan Club
Filipino
Graduation
Committee Meeting 6p.m.
Student Union, Sugaland.
Call 534-1140.
American
Marketing
Association
BarbeqUe. 4:15p.m.-6p.m.
Barbeque pit. Call 924-3506.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible Study, 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacelico Rm.
Call 938-1610.

School of Art & Design
Student
Galleries
Art
Receptions 6p.m.-8p.m. Art
Bldg & Industrial Design Bldg.
Call 924-4530.
Society of Women Engineers
General Meeting 1 :30p.m.1:30p.m. Engineering Bldg.
Rm. 335 Call 965.4879.
Striving Black Brothers &
Sisters
General
Meeting
6p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call ’295-4248.

Hospitality Management Club
General Meeting 12noon &
4p.m. MacQuarrie
Rm. 517. Call 924-3197.

Student California Teachers
Association
on
Gloria
Macias
"CLAD/ BCLAD
in
the
Teaching Program" 12:30p.m.1:20p.m. Sweeny, Hall,
Rm. 334. Call (415) 345-6046.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1 p.m., Prime Audio Soup
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.

Student Society for Technical
Communication
Introdin lion to the World
Wide Web and the Internet
7p.m.-8p.m. Clark Library,
5th Fir. Rm. 511.
Call 559-2044.

Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Sale,
Ongoing
Book
Donations Welcome, 10a.m.2p.m. Donations & Sales Unit,
Wahlquist Library North,
Rm. 408 & Clark Lobby.
Call 924-2705.
Okianwan Shorin Ryu Karate
Club
Workout 4p.m.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West, Ran. 202.
Call 924-8977.

Entries mill not be published
unless a specific time, date, place
of event and phone number is
provided.

Sparta Cali& is tree!!! And av
able I., students, faculty & staff
aisociaut ins. Deadline is ’rpm two
clays before publican( in. Fornis
available at Dal 209. Faarle may
be edited to allow fur space restric-

tions
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Israelis mourn slain leader
JERUSALEM (AP) - Tens of
thousands of Israelis, marts weeping, many bearing flowers, silently
filed past the simple wooden coffin
of Prune Minister Yitzhak Rabin
it sunday, in a final salute to the
assassinated soldier, statesman and
Mau of peace.
The parade of mourners came
from all over the shocked and saddened country to a courtyard in
front of the Israeli parliament. The
procession was expected to continue all night until the start of a state
funeral today attended by dozens
of world leaders, including
President Clinton.
Even as Israelis mourned, they
tried to grasp the enormity of the
upheaval thrust upon their country when a Jewish opponent of
Rabin’s peacemaking gunned him
dowii.
Many gently placed bouquets of
flowers on stone tiles near the flagdraped coffin in which the 73-yearold slain leader lay. Others gently
placed flower bouquets on stone
tiles nearby.
A Jewish settler from New York,
Yaakov Geneck, quietly sat in a corner, with a sign announcing he was
on a hunger strike to protest grow-

ing violetice
Geneck said he opposed /Cann ’s
ies, but could itoi ,
peat e
done the behavior of Ralint’s
opponents. "I am here to say that
the hatred ot so many people led
to this. I base encountered this
hatted and I did not speak mat,"
said r anec k. who moved to Israel
two it its ago.
Kahin’s assassination at a pro.
peaserally in Tel Aviv on Saturday
night stunned a nation that.
despite increasingly bitter divisions
over peacemaking with the Arabs.
had somehow denied that sit, ii
violence could happen to then,
27
The suspect, Yigal Arnir.
year-old law student with In
the Jewish exit enlist fringe told
interrogators In wanted to stop
Rabin’s p,Cal ( oh( its. Fit I,ssitedly said he. ti,ois were
rabbinical Itilitlgs that pet lilt I,ws
gave awa, parts
to kill peoph
of the bibli( I iis,l id
III.1115 is I unig,
"There v,-(
I Ins clitild
the wall, but still we
not happen is, is. said Lliainn
Ramon, clod of the powerful
Union
Histadrut
Trade
Federation.
Rabin’s death raised immediate

questions about the future of
Middle East peacemaking, especially the Israel -PLO autonomy
agreement on the withdrawal of
Israeli troops front most West Bank
towns and villages In the end of
the year,
Some delays were possible AS
Rabin’s successor, Shimon Peres,
puts together a c aretaker government.
Born in Jerusalem in 1922,
Rabin was the nation’s first nativeborn prime minister and at the
center of its history for more than
50 years. He joined the elite
Palmach unit of the Flaganah
Jewish underground in Palestine,
and fought in the siege of
Jerusalem during the 1948 war.
He was the military chief of staff
when Israel defeated three Arab
armies in the 1967 Mideast war,
Israel’s ambassador to the United
States, prime minister in the 1970s,
and defense minister in the 1980s.
He was appointed prime minister again after his Labor party won
the 1992 elections, and his peacemaking with the PLO earned him
the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize, along
with Peres and PLO chief Yasser
Arafat.

Immigrants increase upward mobility
LOS ANGELES (Al’) -A yearlong study that was released Friday
challenges negative stereotypes of
immigrants being unwilling to
assimilate and creating an economic burden on Southern
California.
"Immigrants do not remain
unassimilated and unchanged,
study author Dowell Myers told the
Los Angeles Times in Friday’s editions.
"The speed of immigrants’
upward mobility is striking, reflecting their rapid incorporation into
the American economy and society."
Myers, a I riiversity of Southern

demoinaphet,
California
employed a special sorting technique that enabled researchers to
track immigrants who arrived during the 1970s and were counted m
the 1980 and 1990 censuses.
The findings in these key categories counted men ages 25 to 34
in 1980:
- European and Middle
Eastern immigrants: English-speakont 62 percent in
ing abili
1980 to 80 p, , el it in 1990. U.S.
citizenship atcs I limbed from 10
percent to 7)1 percent. Poverty
dropped from 19 percent to 6 percent.
- Asiatis: English-speakers grew

front 39 percent iii 1980 to 53 pea.
cent a decade later. The percentage who became American citizens
ballooned from 15 percent to 67
percent. The number in poverty
-17 percent to 6 percent.
- Hispanics: English proficiency increased from 13 percent in
1980 to 21 percent in 1990. U.S.
citizenship rose from 9 percent to
21 percent. The poverty rate
dropped from 21 percent in 1980
to 18 percent in 1990.
However, the younger the immigrant, the better the chances for
personal and economic improvement, the study obtained by the
Times sh, awed.

Woman arrested for arson; investigators believe hate crime was actually hoax
FARGO, N.D. (Al’) - It was
labeled a hate crime and gave rise
to a march and speeches against
bigotry. But investigators grew suspicious as they looked more closely
at Zhaleh Sarabakhsh’s claim that
she had been bound, slashed and
left to die in a fire at her family’s
Middle Eastern restaurant.
The slash wounds were too shallow, the bonds around her wrists
too loose, investigators said. And
the tape, as well as the jugs used to
spread a flammable liquid in the
blaze, were traced back to the
Iranian woman herself.

abakhsh, a 38On Thursda%
year-old co-0,11 r of the Kabob
House restattr.i: I was arrested on
suspicion of settiiig the fire herself.
"Investigators are convinced she
acted alone, police Lt. Scott
Gilman said.
Investigators also suspect she
staged at least one in a string of
acts of ethnic harassment that led
up to the blaze Oct. 23: Fake fingers and ears were sent to the
restaurant in early October along
with an arson threat.
Authorities , let ed no motive,
and Sarabak11.11. In whet, who co-

owned the restatitani. said he
doesn’t know what was on her
mind.
"She needs to have psychological help to find out," Mort
Sarabaksh said.
She was arraigned Friday on
charges of at son, arson -for-insurance, endarigil mg and making a
false rep, its. and was ordered to
nitric evaluation.
utidetgs
set at $100,000. The
Bail
chat gcs
Is .11 years in prison.
She tehised to walk and was
brought into the courtroom in a
wheel, bait. Dressed in black, she

listened to the proceedings with
her head down and said nothing.
The night after the fire, about
1,000 people gathered for a spontaneous march against bigotry. A
second rally drew 200 people.
Thousands of dollars were donated to help the family rebuild.
But on Friday, the headline in
The Forum newspaper blared
"Fargo Fooled: Attack Faked."
Mort Sarabaklish, his voice shaking, said: "We want to send our
love and care to all the people who
were with us. God bless them. And
we ask them to pray for us that we

Supervisors tell L.A. to beware possible social funding cuts
Ills ANGT1.1S (AP) ’liiiials have been warned: Brace
hit a wave of bad news from
Washington as Republicans fight
to sharply cut funding for education, housing, environment and
other programs.
San Francisco-based administrators of six federal agencies briefed
county supervisors Thursday on
competing measures in the
Republican-dominated House and
Senate. The President has threat, lied a veto.
"(The range of cuts are) a tidal
wave approaching the county,"
said Felicia Marcus, the regional
for
the
administrator

Agcnc.

Los Angeles County is the nation’s
most populous.
Marcus also said the proposed
cuts could slash programs meant
to maintain safe drinking water
and prevent sewage-contaminated
beaches. Environmental enforcement programs would be cut in
half.
Walter Gray, county Department
of Health Services assistant director, said proposals would cost the
agency as much as $2.5 billion over
seven years.
"This hoard will have to make
decisions that are life and death,"
he told the board.

SlIperVIMIT 1.1..11.1

MI,1111.1, N., 1111

11(.11)4fl }HMV, illc .,Iticials from San
Flan,is s l,1 [lie hearing, wasn’t
Kipp\
-1\.(itig to he left holding
the hag. again.- she said.
The I a /1’ his ’mil cost the
comin 5200 million to $300 milservices, GI ay
lion a sum
said.
Art .\giis is. 1.5. 1)epartinent of
rban Development
Flimsnig is r
regional administrant,. caid the
counts la,, at least $28.5 isulhis
in lost housing funding in unian,orporated areas and $18 tnillion in
new public housing unit grants.
Ile warned other reductions rang-

$700 and- inn everything from job
training to public housing maintenance to displaced defense worker
programs - will disappear in the
county.
Other programs to help those
with AIDS mid :lie homeless, eldei ly and disabled find affordabh
housing also would be slashed.
pi ogiams could
Cuts in well
triple the number of p pie in the
coutity’s general relief tolls, said
E.,1,1 S. Tanaka, Department ot
5,111.11 Services, director.
Isom Sii011 million to

can walk through this lunrible
crime."
Several clues pointed to the
woman herself, U.S. Attorney John
Schneider said: "Things like the
extent of the fire, where Ms.
Sarabalchsh was."
Schneider said a further due
came in the crude cross that was
carved into the woman’s abdomen.
(Family members had described it
as a swastika.) The federal prosecutor theorized that she carved the
marks herself and lost either her
nerve or her grip on the knife.
"The slash marks started deeper

than they were Intended to be and
she appeared to loosen her force,
and the marks became scratches,"
he said.
The woman’s mouth, ankles and
wrists had been wrapped with tape,
her arms bound in front of her.
"The indication is, she was able
to maneuver the tape around her
own wrists, although they were
done significantly more loosely
than her head and ankles," Cass
County State’s Attorney John Goff
said.

NATURAL ENERGY
Designer foods for the brain and body!

Try WOW! the natural alternative to
caffeine. Life Extension has a line of
products for almost every need.
,
Mike Widt,y (415) 969-5637

LIFE EXTENSION’

Officers may face
homicide charges
- A owR(;11
I’ll
ner’s jury ruled Friday that five
white police officers who arrested
a cousin of Steelers defensive end
Ray Seals should be charged with
homicide in the man’s suffocation
death while in custody.
Jonny Gammage, who was
black, suffocated Oct. 12 after the
officers pulled him over while he
was driving Seals’ 1988 Jaguar.
District Attorney Robert Colville
and Acting Coroner F. James
Gregris can either accept or reject
recommendation.
jury’s
the
Cohille said he will make his decision by the end of next week at the
earliest.
Police officers have said they
had to sit on Gammage and beat
him with flashlights to stop him
from flailing after they pulled him
over for driving erratically.
But Garnmage’s supporters have
said Gammage, who was 5-foot-7
and weighed 187 pounds, would
never have attacked the officers
who pulled him over.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson has
called the death a "lynching" and
the FBI is investigating.
Members of Gammage’s family
burst into tears when they heard
recommendation,
jury’s
the
reached in 1 1/2 hours after a
three-day hearing.
"It was a fair verdict. It’s just the
first step to get to the bottom of
it," Seals said.
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The Other Side

Three-eared mice and other marvels
[---60ING DOWN,
I GENERAL POtinl?

Newsroom Voices

Unequal crack penalty equals racism
t
inc. introduced to the inner city
Crack
about 10 sears ago, is on its way to the Supreme
Court of the United States. Last Monday the
siipreme Court agreed to decide whether the government must explain why nearly all those prosecuted
for federal crimes involving crack are black." said an
article in Tuesday’s New librk Times.
Crack hit my inner city neighborhood when I was
in high school. I can still remember the first time I
was offered a "rock" one morning, out behind my
school.
I asked the seller, who was about 14 years old,
"What’s that?" He smiled, holding up the little brown
bottle and rotating the jar around in circular motions
causing the little white rock to clink against the sides
of the container. "This is the best high you can get, "
he said.
A cheap, form of powdered cocaine, crack is the
closest an urban youth can get to cocaine; a drug too
expensive for inner-city kids to buy. It is sold by the
rock, $5 or $10 rocks, and is smoked in a little glass
pipe.
I watched neighborhoods crumble around me as
crack swept through the city like an incurable virus. I
witnessed classmates and friends become "crack
heads", locking themselves away in crack houses for
days at a time to experience "the best high you can
get."
It was sold on just about every street corner. 24
hours a day, seven days a week. I was one of the few
who didn’t succumb to its crippling effects. I was one
of the few to make it out of my neighborhood.
Crack is produced by wealthy. above-the-law smugglers and dealers who introduced it to the inner cities
to make a profit at the expense of the city’s residents.
It was definitely not created within the cities; I have
set ti ) see a coca leaf warden in my neighborhood.
Ben though crack is a form of cocaine, current
Ins’. state there is a mandatory minimum sentence of
the sears for possession of five grams of crack. it
pi iv,clered cocain,. a tot in only afforded by affluent,
such minimum and those in
suburban abuset
possession must lia\i AO grams. before the five-year
mandatory senten( (al is given to them.
Think about that for a minute. That is a 100-to-I
ratio, yet we’re talking about the same drug cocaine.
The only difference is how and where it is used.
This discrepancy in sentencing also applies to possession of larger amounts of the drug. Black men
from inner cities, where crack is more prevalent,
receive longer prison sentences than white suburban
residents who are shown leniency for possessing the
powdered form of cocaine.
The U.S. Sentencing Committee, who stated
that 90 percent it last year’s convictions for federal crack offenses were black and 3.5 percent
were white, proposed removing the difference
in sentencing for drug possession. But the
Justice Department opposed the change and
Congress passed a bill rejecting the proposal.
Last week, federal prisons across the
country reacted to the bill in anger, burning and destroying property causing millions of dollar in damages. As a result,
federal authorities locked down thousands of prisoners in an effort to control
the riots. President Clinton signed the
bill Monday.
Not surprisingly, it’s the the Clinton
administration that has brought the
issue to the Supreme Court. The
administration has filed the recent

The ruling, which upheld a federal
district judge’s order demanding
federal prosecutors explain the
disproportionate statistics in
sentencing, came after Judge
Consuela B. Marshall of U.S.
District Court in Los Angeles
dismissed indictments of five
black defendants on charges
of conspiracy to distribute
crack after the defendants
claimed racism.
appeal to the Supreme C(airt ot a ruling last March by
the federal appeals court in San Francisco.
The ruling, which upheld a federal district judge’s
order demanding federal prosecutors explain the disproportionate statistics in sentencing, came after
.judge Consuela B. Marshall of U.S. District Court in
Los Angeles dismissed indictments of five black defendants on charges of conspiracy to distribute crack
after the defendants claimed racism.
Although many whites have had similar charges dismissed. no one, including the Clinton administration,
has ever tiled an appeal in any of those dismissals.
The current laws are unfair and are an obvious act
of suppression and racism. If this isn’t selective prosecution in its most obvious tones, I don’t know what is.
Crack is cocaine is crack. It doesn’t matter if it’s powder or crystal rock, which actually has less of the
potent property than the powdered form.
If they’re going to throw impoverished, inner-city
cocaine addicts into prison for possessing five grams
of crack, which is the only form of cocaine they
can afford, then the educated, more affluent
cocaine addicts possessing five grams of
expensive, powdered cocaine should be
thrown into prison as well.
But it will probably never happen. It
will be interesting to see what the
Supreme Court decides.
Eltuna ,Iledina is a
Spartan !Maly
.Va/1 linter

Letter

Anti-abortion ad insert was inapproprate for the Daily
ilit.
I lit’ Ill,
athettisement in the Nos. 3 issue of the
Spartan laids is an iii otage.
After stung this propaganda
and investigating it in the ()Hi«es of
the nev,sliaper, I ft omit ins self
unable to lodge a ( mplaint due
to the absence oft at ulty advisor
(normally Advertising Professor
Jack Quinton) or anyone willing to
face a complaint about the content
of this ad.
What I have to say to them was

Attention,
Artists!

this; the Spartan Daily staff has
apparently decided to make
money at the expense of the
women who read this paper, the
female student body. As a member
of that Nifty, I must protest this
action. I believe the acceptance of
this ad to be no different in spirit
from accepting advertising for
prostitution from pimps or to promote sex trade advertising from
owners of strip clubs.
The issue us; the student paper

Me Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

by ,a(epting and limning dos .td is
in effect stating their position on
the issue of choice, condoning the
views of the advertisement and
using an emotional issue which
affects women in order to make a
buck.
I simply do not believe that this
type of advertising is appropriate
in the university newspaper.
Elaine Tanaka

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Rented I fall. ro(iin 209.
Submissions should to ode the artist’s
name, address and phi me number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will he
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to he published.

can rest easy, ladies and gentlemen, scientists
have grown the ear of a human on the back of a
you
mouse. And we thought science was going to
solve the world’s problems. Science seems intent on
creating new problems.
I saw the photo in the San Francisco Chronicle.
There was a MOUSC with an ear on it’s back. I thought
it was a joke, but there it was its black and white a
picture of the mouse with a human ear and a scientist
with a "Imimm, very interesting" facial expression in
the background.
Well, if anything else, odds are that mouse can hear
better than any mouse in the world. And that’s just
what we need, a mouse that will be able to hear us setting up that mouse trap, a mime that will be able to
hear a piece of food drop on the floor from a mile
away.
This great scientific breakthrough comes on the
d breaking news of the "isn’t sciheels of other g
ence great" variety.
Scientists have also mastered the art of growing
extra eyes on flies.
No kidding!
Through gene manipulation, scientists have been
able to grow as many as 14 extra eyes, in various locations, on flies. They grew eyes on their wings, on their
legs and even on the tips of their antennae. I tlunight
the flies could see just fine, but obviously scientists
have found the need for a fly with even better vision.
Now there will be no way to swat a fly now. It’s
hard enough to swat a regular two-eye fly, somehow they always seem to know when that rolled
up newspaper is a fraction of an inch away from
them and can take off. Now, through one of its
16 eyes, the fly will be able to see you coming
even better, effectively thwarting any effort you
may make to squash it.
Thank you, science.
But that’s not all. The most absurd scientific "breakthrough" award goes to
FI,.<1 Delcomyn, a professor at the
t mversity of Illinois who has and I’m
not making this up "pioneered the
design and use of artificial limbs for
cockroaches." Great, a bionic cockroach. Not only will we have to worry
about them getting into our fixid, we
are going to have to worry about

Through gene manipulation,
scientists have caused flies to
grow as many as 14 extra eyes,
on various parts of their bodies
...Thank you, science.
them walking off with our refrigerator.
Of course, the scientists who have done these
things claim that it has increased our understanding
of some various aspect of science that will bring ab(nit
advances for humans. Call me skeptical, but I fail to
see how a cockroach with artificial limbs or a fly with
14 eyes is going to bring about a cure for AIDS or cancer.
What’s next, a firefly with a 1,000-watt halogen
bulb?
Maybe scientists could develop insects and rodents
that would be less of a burden in our lives, rather than
creating supped-up versions of the (sues we deal with
now. How about a quiet mosquito so that way we don’t
hear it buzzing around our ear at night? Or
maybe a bee with a less painful sting?
If scientists want to help humans,
work with humans. And I don’t mean
make a hunum with 14 eyes. I merely suggest that science could better use the talent, energy and money spent on the
ridiculous experiments mentioned above
on human problems.
A.J. Nomai is a
Spartan Daily
Columnist
His taunt)! apprars Mondays.

Campus View

’Huck Finn’ shouldn’t be required reading
)read or 0< it to read? That has
beett the question fiir the East Side
Union High School District for the
past month. Finally, the board
voted 4-1 to take "The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn" off of the
required reading list. The book
was placed on an optional reading
list leaving the decision to read it
up to the teachers, hopefully with
some input from students.
"Huckleberry Finn" has beets
under attack off and on across the
nation for the past few years. Every
time the issue is raised, AfricanAmerican parents want the book
removed from curriculum and
white parents want to keep it. I
think African-Americans have a
fair argument. Why make our children read a book if the language

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing a broad range
of opin it ms with the community; and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-w( ad response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
perm mat issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or subtnitted on a 3.5" disk
using MUT( )soft Word on the
[Amity’ )sh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may he put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (4)1k) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University.
One
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorial are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SjSU.

It lakes them WWI miti)rtable?
People say, "Well that was the
language people used at the time
the book was written." Yes, that
argument comes up all the time
but you know what, that type of
language can get you killed on the
streets today! That’s great if teenagers want to read Mark Twain’s
classic but it should be up to them.
The book is available its the library
for those who are interested.
I agree the issue of slavery
should be discussed in the classroom, and that is why we have history class. In history, kids learn
what happened before, during and
following the years of the slave
trade. It is structured so students
can acknowledge how things have
changed rather than reading a

book at home with little (Sr no discussion on the issue.
I don’t think banning books is
the answer, where would it end?
But putting books with sensitive
issues on an optional instead of a
required list is a good idea. Or,
why don’t we add "The Biography
Malcolm X" to the required list so
that students can learn about both
sides?
Poor Mark Twain. I don’t think
he wanted to cause this much controversy but darn it he did. As for
the question to read or not to
read, let the students decide.
Sarah Evans
Broadcast journalism
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Israelis mourn slain leader

Re-Entry Advisory C;roup
Group I 21/ool a I pAll.
Admit iistration Bldg.,
km 269 Call 924-5450.

VIDE
Weekly Calendar
TODAY
KSJS 903 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., Diagonally Speaking
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.
Model United Nations
Weekly Meeting Spin -6p.m.
Business Cla.ssrooms Bldg.
Rm. 2. Call 467-9890.
Pi Alpha Phi
General Meeting 8p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 699-8998.
Society
of
Professional
Journbalists
Weekly Meetings for all
Journalism Majors 12:30p.m.1p.m. Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm.
209, Spartan Daily Conference
Rm. Call 994-0126.

TUESDAY
AIESEC
Meeting 6p.m.-8p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe Ran.
Call 948-1936.

Akabayan Club
Filipino
Graduation
Committee Meeting 6p.m.
Student Union, Suwdand.
Call 534-1140.
American
Marketing
Association
Barbeque 4:15p.m.-6p.m.
Barbeque pit. Call 9243506.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible Study, 12:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacehco Rm.
Call 938-1610.

School of Art & Design
Student
Galleries
Art
Ret eptions 6p.m.-8p.m. An
Bldg tic Industrial Design Bldg.
Call 924-4330.
Society of Women Engineers
General Meeting 1 :30p.m.1:30p.m. Engineering Bldg.
Rm. 3’35 Call 9654879.
Striving Black Brothers &
Sisters
General
Meeting
6p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 295-4248.

Hospitality Management Club
General Meeting 12noon 8c
4p.m. MacQuarrie Hall,
Rm. 517. Call 924-3197.
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour I2noonI pan., Prime Audio Soup
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 9554831.

Student Society for Technical
Communication
Introduction to the World
Wide Web and the Internet
7p.m.-8p.m. Clark Library,
5th Flr. Rm. 511.
Call 559-2044.

Library Donations 8c Sales
Unit
Ongoing
Book
Sale,
Donations Welcome, 10a.m.2p.m. Donations & Sales Unit,
Wahlquist Library North,
Rm. 408 & (lark Lobby.
Call 924-2705.
Okiansvan Shorin Ryu Karate
Club
Workout 4p.m.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West. RM. 202.
Call 024-8077.

JERUSALEM(Al’) - Tens of
thousands of Israelis, many weeping, many hearing flowers, silently
filed past the simple witoden o iffil
of Prime Minister Nitzliak Raffin
on Sunday, in A final salute to the
assassinated mildier, statesman and
man of peace.
The parade of mourners came
from all over the shocked and saddened country to a courtyard in
front of the Israeli parliament. The
procession was expected to continue all night until the start of a state
funeral today attended by dozens
of world leaders, including
President Clinton.
Even as Israelis mourned, they
tried to grasp the enormity of the
upheaval thrust upon their country when a Jewish opponent of
Rabin’s peacemaking gunned him
down.
Many gently placed bouquets of
flowers on stone tiles near the flagdraped coffin in which the 73-yearold slain leader lay. Others gently
placed flower bouquets on stone
tiles nearby.
A Jewish settler from New York,
Yaakov Geneck, quietly sat in a corner, with a sign announcing he was
on a hunger strike to protest grow-

School of Art & Design
Tuesda!, Night Lecture Series:
Chris Brown, "Artist’s Talk"
5p.ni.-tip.m. Call 924-4328.

Student California Teachers
Association
Gloria
Macias
on
in
the
"CLAD/ BCLAD
Teaching Program" 12:30p.m.1:20p.m. Sweeny Hall,
Rm. 334. Call (415) 345-6046.

ing
(
k said he opp.aaal Rabin
le’,, but could 11, 11 11,11
peat e
done the behavior of Rabio
opponents. "I am here to sat that
the hatred of so many people led
to this. I have encountered this
hatred and I did not speak out."
said Geneck, who moved to Israel
two years ago.
Rabin’s assassination at a propeace rally in Tel Aviv on Saturday
night stunned a nation that,
,iespite increasii igly bitter divisions
oter peacemaking with the Arabs,
had somehow denied that such
violence could happen to them.
The suspet t. Nigal Amir, a 27year-old law v111,1(111 with links to
the Jewish exit enlist fringe, told
interrogators he wanted to Si( p
Rabin’s peat poll. les. He reportedly said his actions were based on
rabbinical rulings Mat permit lews
pallS
to kill people who gave ., ni
of the biblit Lat id of Wad
"There wet inanv writings on
the wall, but still we felt tin% ould
not happen to Its,- said (11.11111
Ramon, chief of the pots." ful
Histadrut
Trade
Federation.
Rabin’s death raised immediate

questions about the future of
Middle East peacemaking, capeallythe Israel -PLO autonomy
agreement on the withdrawal of
Israeli troops from miaa West Bank
towns and villages by the end of
the year.
Sonic delays were possible as
Rabin’s successor, Shirrion Peres,
puts together a caretaker government.
Born in Jerusalem in 1922,
Rabin was the nation’s first nativeborn prime minister and at the
center of its history for more than
50 years. He joined the elite
Palmach unit of the Haganah
Jewish underground in Palestine,
and fought in the siege of
Jerusalem during the 1948 war,
He was the military chief of staff
when Israel defeated three Arab
armies in the 1967 Mideast war,
Israel’s ambassador to the United
States, prime minister in the 1970s,
and defense minister in the 1980s.
He was appointed prime 1111111Ster again after his Labor party won
the 1992 elections, and his peacemaking with the PLO earned him
the 1994 Nobel Peace Phi, Ii’rig
( lit)
with Peres And
Arafat.

Immigrants increase upward mobility
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - A ear long study that was released Friday
challenges negative stereotypes of
immigrants being unwilling to
assimilate and creating an economic burden on Southern
California.
"Immigrants do not remain
unassimilated and unchanged,
study author Dowell Myers told the
Los Angeles Times in Friday’s editions.
"The speed of immigrants’
upward mobility is striking, reflecting their rapid incorporation into
the American economy and society."
Myers, a University of Southern

Entries will not be published
unless a specific time, date, place
of event and phone number is
provided.

Span Mid,- is tree!’’. And available I. students, fat I il iv & staff
ow., ran ins.
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doss huh
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publit ant n
ailahlt al 1)1111
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bv edited to allinv fur spore restrictions

,lemoglaphei,
sorting techii
enabled iesearchers to
tria k immigrants who arrived during tic 1970s and were counted in
the 1980 and 1990 censuses.
The findings in these key categories counted men ages 25 to 34
in 1980:
- European and Middle
Eastern immigrants: English-speaking ability rose from 62 percent ill
1980 to 80 percent in 1990. I.’ S
citizenship rates climbed front
percent to 51 percent. Post -its
dropped from 19 percent to 6 pet Cell

English, %peaky!, grew

-

from 39 pi iii in 1960 to 5.4 pct cent a decade later. The percentage who became American citizens
ballooned from 15 percent to 67
percent. The number in poverty
- 17 percent to 6 percent.
- Hispanics: English proficiency increased from 13 percent in
1980 to 21 percent in 1990. I
citizenship rose from 9 percent
21 percent. The poverty ran
dropped from 21 percent in 1980
to 18 percent in 1990.
However, the younger the immigranl. the better the chalices for
per. al and economic improvemew the study obtained by the
%Ilowed.

Woman arrested for arson; investigators believe hate crime was actually hoax
FARGO, N.D. (Al’) - It was
labeled a hate crime and gave rise
to a march and speeches against
bigotry. But investigators grew suspicious as they looked more closely
at Zhaleh Sarabakhsh’s claim that
she had been bound, slashed and
left to die in a fire at her family’s
Middle Eastern restaurant.
The slash wounds were too shallow, the bonds around her wrists
too loose, investigators said. And
the tape, as well as the jugs used to
spread a flammable liquid in the
blaze, were traced back to the
Iranian woman herself.

On ’Thursday, Sarabakhsh, it 38year-old co-owner of the Kabob
House restaurant, was arrested on
suspicion of setting the fire herself.
"Investigators are convinced she
acted alone," police Lt. Scott
Gilman said.
Investigators also suspect she
staged at least one in a string of
acts of ethnic harassment that led
up to the blaze Oct. 23: Fake fingers and ears were sent to the
restaurant in early October along
with an arson threat.
Authorities offered no motive,
and Sarabakl,%11’s brother, who co-

ots ill II tlui
dill sil t

kli4,N

ii 5.1111.1111, %.1 id he
1,1,1

Was

i

her

mind.
"She needs to have psxb iuhogiMort
cal help to find out.
Sarabaksh
She was ai rsigned Friday on
a al sou, arson -for-insurchat g.
ance, tit. Lingering and making a
false report. and was ordered to
undergo a psychiatric evaluation.
Bail we. ,et at $100,000. The
charges iii cv 31 years in prison.
She !closed to walk and was
brought into the tont lu om in a
wheelchair. Dressed ii Hack. she

liv oed to the proceedne4. %snit
her head down and said nothing.
The night after the fire, about
1,000 people gathered for a spontaneous march against bigotry. A
second rally drew. 200 people.
Thousands of dollars wet e donated to help the Limits rebuild
But on Friday, the headline in
The Forum newspaper blared
"Fargo Fooled: Attack Faked."
Mort Sarabakhsh, his voice shaking, said: "We want to send our
love and care to all the people who
were with us. God Hess [lulu And
we ask them to pi., I or ti. I liii we

Supervisors tell L.A. to beware possible social funding cuts
1.1)5 AN( :1- LES (AP) - Comas
officials have been warned: Brace
for a wave of bad news from
Washington as Republicans fight
to sharply cut funding for education, housing, environment and
other programs.
San Francisco-based administrators of six federal agencies briefed
ounty supervisors Thursday on
the
..impeting measures in
Republican-dominated House and
Senate. The President has threatened a veto.
"(The range of cuts are) a tidal
wave approaching the county,"
said Felicia Marcus, the regional
the
for
administrator

Invironmental Protta t lot ki; c
Los Angeles County is the nation’s
most populous.
Marcus also said the proposed
cuts could slash programs meant
to maintain safe drinking water
and prevent sewage-contaminated
beaches. Environmental enforcement programs would be cut in
half.
Walter Gray, county Department
of Health Services assistant director, said proposals would cost the
agency as much as $2.5 billion over
seven years.
"This board will have to make
lecisions that are life and death,"
he told the board.

I’.i...r Gloria Molina, who
help,. I I 111’4 the officials front San
Flaw 151., foi the hearing, wasn’t
happ%.
"kV,. ’t e gintig to be left holding
the bag. .igaiti." she said.
The a 11’ plans will cost the
counts S21111 million to 3300 million a teat in health ...Imes, Gray
said.
Art Agin... U.S. Department of
H. nisi! ig
’1 han Development
region.11 ,I,Intinistratoi, said the
cow I it fa«. at least $28.5 million
in It ea litinsing I ’aiding in unincorporated at ea. and $18 million in
nets publii housing unit grants.
He warned other reductions rangiil

can walk thi ugh tins lion thic
crime."
Several clues pointed to the
woman herself, U.S. Attorney John
Schneider said: "Things like the
extent of the fire, where Ms.
Sarabakhsh was."
Schneider said a further due
came in rh, I tide cross that was
carved into Ott woman’s abdomen.
(Family niiit 11/(11 had described it
as a swa.i I L.
he federal prosecutor I hem lied that she carved the
marks het sell and lost either her
nerve or het gtip on the knife
"The sla%h ill, II ks .tarteci It,per

NATURAL ENERGY

$700 miling from $iinu iuulli ii
lion - in evei,iiiing from job
training to publi.. I ’using maintenance to displat e.1 1.fense worker
programs - will disappear in the
county.
Other programs to help those
with AIDS and the homeless, elderly and disabled find affordable
housing also would be slashed.
Cuts in welfare programs could
triple the number of paople in the
county’s general relief rolls, said
Eddy S. Tanaka, Department of
Pubfic Social Services, director.

Designer foods for the brain and body!

Try WOW! the natural alternative to
caffeine. Life Extension has a line of
products for almost every need.
Fc- -lore
Aetails c
Mike Wielby (415) 969-5637

Officers may face
homicide charges
I’l 11 SRI RGI.1 (Al’) ner’s jury ruled Friday that five
white police officers who arrested
a cousin of Steelers defensive end
Ray Seals should be charged with
homicide in the man’s suffocation
death while in custody.
Jollity Gammage, who was
black, suffocated Oct. 12 after the
officers pulled him over while he
was driving Seals’ 1988 Jaguar.
District Attorney Robert Colville
and Acting Coroner F. James
Gregris can either accept or reject
recommendation.
jury’s
the
Colville said he will make his decision by the end of next week at the
earliest.
Police officers have said they
had to sit on Gammage and beat
him with flashlights to stop him
front flailing after they pulled him
over for driving erratically.
Bin Gartimage’s supporters have
said Gammage, who was 5-foot-7
and weighed 187 pounds, would
never have attacked the officers
who pulled him over.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson has
called the death a "lynching" and
the FBI is investigating.
Members of Gammage’s family
burst into tears when they heard
recommendation,
jury’s
the
reached in 1 1/2 hours after a
three-day hearing.
"It was a fair verdict. lesjust the
first step to get to the bottom of
it," Seals said.

than tiles were intended to he and
she appeared to loosen her force,
and the marks became scratches,"
he said.
The woman’s mouth, ankles and
wrists had been wrapped with tape,
her arms bound in front of her.
"The indication is, she was able
to maneuver the tape around her
own wrists, although they were
done significamb more looseh
than her head and ankles." Cass
County State’s Attorney John Goff
said.

-----
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Interfaith Council
breaks new ground
Student club creates dialogue among
people of many different religions
understood differendy by differein
faiths."
The Interfaith Council represents the Jewish Student Union,
(:atholics, Buddhists. Muslims,
United Church of Christ, the
Lutheran Fellowship and the
Mormon Church.
Paul Checketts, adviser for the
Mormon Church, has worked with
students at SJSU for six years and
has never seen a group like this
formed on campus before.
"We’ve had luncheons before,
but we’ve never approached the
campus," he said.
One of the representatives of
the Jewish Student Union was Ivan
Bergman, who answered student
questions about his faith.
"Our purpose is to inform others about Judaism and to reach
other Jewish students," Bergman
said.
The Interfaith Council hopes to
sponsor a series of three or four
lectures each semester on different aspects of religion or about
individual faiths, Wilson said.
The group’s first lecture will be
i discussion on Buddhist meditation. The date has not been determined.

By Ken McNeill
Swum DaiK Sufi Writer
1 he SJSU Interfaith Count il.
new campus club composed of seyeral different religions and faiths.
met in the Student Union
Thursday to answer questions and
inform students about religion.
The club’s president, Scott
Wilson, said the group’s intent is
to create a dialogue among the different religions and dispel sonic of
the misconceptions and find common ground.
"There is a certain amount of
Libeling and name calling. We
hope to go beyond that." he said.
"Ultimate realio. is expressed and

U.SA DISCOUNT FARES
NI I 11)\ AN.(F 145111 1551)
NW RI
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Hey Spartan, Eat Garden!!!
GARDEN FRESH
VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT
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Lunch or
Dinner

’Purchase any lunch or dinner and
receive the 2nd of equal or lesser value
at 1/2 off!
One Coupon per person
Take out included
Expires 11-311-95
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CALLING ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS:
-11

Ullman, Monitors his progress in a static flight simulator. There are

Check out the best in the transportation industry!
Openipgs NOW in our Milpitas Terminal!
Roadway Package System has tIVIMEDIAlt openings for
PACKAGE HANDLERS to load and unload packages.
"Tuition reimbursement ($1/hr worked)
$7/hr to start with regular increases
Flexible shifts (Evening & AM)
Upward mobility
If you are able to lift an average of 25Ibs. repeatedly and
can work 3-5 hour shifts, M -F, then come learn more
about the small -package pick-up and delivery leaders!

WALK-IN INTERVIEWS!
Wednesday, November 8, 1995
9 AM - 3:30 PM
897 Wrigley Way, Milpitas, CA

three flight simulators, each simulating different

kinds of aircraft

Aviation
From Page 1

Featuring: Asian & Lowfat Dishes Over 341 Entrees to Choose From
Sun-Thurs. 11:00am -9:30pm Fri. & Sat. Ili/Oam - 10:00pm
Lunch Specials 11:00am-2:30pm
1245W. El Camino RI. II Miramonte (Next to 13askin Robbins)
Mountain View 415-961-7795

1/2 OFF*

Aviation student, Michael

:MARIAN DAILY

and business aspects of aviation;
Aviation Maintenam ptovides a
tel ’lineal background Iii struct es, propulsion, aircraft systems,
avit ’Mrs (aviation decal inn s) and
act, it lynamics.
Housed in it complex of low
buildings .0 San Jose International
Ai limit 1, the aviation lac llllV
int tildes c lassrt toms and laboratoisi t h equipment for flight sinsnix itt. aerodynamic analysis, airpowerplant
and
frame
experimentation and human factors research.
Computer-based training equipment, a wind tunnel, is turbine
test cell and a fleet of go ninded
aircraft ranging from sinpieengine planes to three-engine jet
commercial transports complete
the facilities.
The flight-simulator room has
cubicles that mimic the cockpit of
an aircraft. An instrument panel
holds contri tin- gear flaps, an air
speed indicati it an altimeter and
other hint not Is.
The cubicles are linked with
computers that have databases of
different an poi tc. A student can
be seated in I 111e of these devices
while an insult tor Sits by and
changes the flight conditions to

see how the student reacts. The
teacher can simulate any emergency, such as a fire aboard the aircraft. Or the instructor can take
the part of air traffic controller
and guide the student into different airports.
Computer rooms are equipped
with technical manuals and computer-hosed instruction pircigrams
for various aircraft Much of the
ground training for crews is done
here 4)11 computers flanked by
mouse pads that read "Recruiting
Service/Air Force Reserve."
Students in blue overalls with
their names embroidered in light
yellow script swarm through the
They cluster
machine II H inns.
around small go runded
white and bright colours that rest
in a cavenlauS hanger.
Towering over everyone is a
huge Boing 727 donated by
United Airlines. Painted on its side
with stripes of blue and gold is the
legend .San Jose State University."
It has all of its original systems
(except the engines, which United
transferred to another plane.)
Aviation 160 flight engineering
uses them all.
According to Assistant Professor
Manoj Patankar, the great majority
of students who undertake the aviation courses are highly motivated.

The careers they prepare for range
through air traffic control to professional pilot, airport management and product support.
Sam Huang, another assistant
professor, is typical of the aviation
department’s alumni. He graduated from SJSU in 1987 with a concentration in aviation maintenance, and worked at NASA-Ames
in rotocraft research and in satellite test ing and manufacturing in
the init., ispace industry. Now he
teaches aerodynamics and aircraft
materials.
"Students at SJSU receive much
more training than people who
graduate from a two-year college,"
he said. "junior colleges just
centraw 1111 its mg gtodiodIes pass
their A and P (an flame and
power plant) degree; we give training that is much broader.
"The department offers sonic 20
scholarships. Some offer money
for flight training, which the
department of aviation itself does
not pros ide; some for tools, and
some offer a block grant for whatever a student needs.
"We try to get students involved
in lots of internships. We Asti have
interns go din nigh our pntgram at
United.
"Students who go on to be pilots
spend finir years here, then three

to seven additional years before flying big commercial aircraft."
Rick Hofheins, a graduating
senior, said. "I’m a first-generation
pilot IT, ,111 Nevada. I’m going
straight into the Marine Corps
Ill be in the
pilot pt ogi am
Marines lint at least nine years.
" SI State has an outstanding
pnigram that’s run as expensive as
larger schools you can get your
degree %%idiom having your ratings
(flight hours.)
"I hose the program because
you don’t have to pay $2000 to
$4000 to get ratings, and you still
get a B.S. in flying. I’d say to
prospective students, ’Without a
doubt you couldn’t pick a more
rounded program; you cats pick
and choose what you’re really
good at."’
Jennifer Bradley, also graduating, said, "I’m the first its my family
to go to college, as well as the first
in aviation. I come from a small
town in the Sierras between
Sacramento and Tahoe called
Fiddletown. I’m going to graduate
with an A and P air frame and
power plant certificate.
"First I’ll work for someone
else for five years or so; then I’d
like to have my own charter service. I like planes and helicopters
about equally."

Tech
From page 1
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ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.
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ness management major, works as
an intern at Metricom.
Somers said she has two other
roommates and likes the idea of
the wireless modem because it
allows her to go on-line with her
computer at home without tying
up the phone.

THE FREDDY _ION5 BAND
0.,an spra \ and tho
Program Board present

A Free Concert
November 10th
7

:

0

0

p

"I like to get on the Internet and
do research," Somers said. "I am
able to communicate with work,
and I do work at home. I like it
because I don’t go to work every
day.’’
McCarty said the technology
affects other college campuses differently than it does at SJSU.
Because most SJSU students live in
the surrounding communities offcampus, the signals from their
remotes have to go from the community to the campus; whereas, at
schools like UC Santa Cruz the
re-mote technology stays within the

id
.. Right now our major priority is how can we
improve Internet access for our students.
Karen McCarty
SJSU telecommunications director

!,
campus area.
McCarty said one of the drawbacks is that there would have to
be antennas along the peninsula
for the calls to be transmitted. If
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How you benefit:
Maximun class size of 15 students
Four full length practice tests
Free extra help
Classes grouped by ability
Satisfaction guaranteed

Student Union
SJSU Ballroom
-Rather thaii rii \ on state-of-the-art laser light shows,
is on sheer musicianship to dazzle fans.
the HB simply
- ournal Star

-A combination of rock show and soul revival,
the Chicago group’s show was goosebuMp-producing."
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there weren’t enough antennas
there would be some areas that the
system couldn’t support.
"So, those students would be up
a creek without a paddle," she said.
SJSU is currently looking at proposals from Sprint, Pacific Bell,
and Net Corn that also offer online services but are not wireless.
McCarty said Metricom has beets
invited to submit a proposal as
well.
Earlier this year, Metricom was
working on a deal with SJSU, but
McCarty felt they didn’t have all
the necessary information to make
the decision.
"One of the reasons we put a
hold on the proposal was because
it was unclear from the proposal
what the real cost would be,"
McCarty said. "There are other
issues. If we chose to continue with
their service there would be billing
services that would have to be
managed, there are maintenance
issues that would have to be managed. I have not seen anything in
writing from Metricom that specifically outlines how things would be
handled."
McCarty said with the campus’s
limited resources, they have to
make their decisions wisely so they
do not incur more costs than the
school can handle.
"We have set our priorities,"
McCarty said. "And right now our
major priority is how Can WC
improve Internet access for our
students."
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Tuneup

THE TLINEUP SERIES
Today:
San Jose State can no longer
afford to offer students nearly 200
majors. Many programs will be cut
or consolidated in the next few years
as the administration restructures
the r.anipus

Tuesday:

II The administration is looking
for ways to get an entrenched, territorial faculty to talk about Sall Jose
State’s new mission AS the inetropolitan imiversity of Silicon Valley.

Wednesday:

San Jose State is one of seven
CSU campuses with an enrollment
mini 22,000 to 28,000 students. But
only San Francisco State
one of
the seven offers
more majors
than SJSU.
Thlriday:
II Distance learning
the use of
interactive technology in the classroom will play a larger role in San
Jose State students’ educations in
the next few years as dwindling state
funding causes the campus to
restructure.

5

id

From page 1
stud,’ its might

take more classes
through distance learning: the use
of interactive let Imology it, the
classroom.
It’s very possible that an SJSU
student could take a class from a
San Francisco State University professor via compressed video and
never leave this campus.
Then again, some or many students who would have gone to
SJSU may find themselves sitting in
classrooms at SFSU or Cal State
Hayward because SJSU no longer
offers the programs they want to
study.
At his Sept. 26 news conference,
Caret said one of the factors that
will be used in deciding to cut a
program is its availability at a nearby California State University campus.
"If! can eliminate one program
program
even if it’s a good
and I can use that money to
improve what’s left, I’m in better

shape," he said.
"Now you got to make sure that
program is available someplace.
Maybe Hayward offers it instead of
us.
The consensus among top SJSU
administrators and higher education experts is if SJSU doesn’t refocus resources into programs that
meet its core mission, quality will
continue to suffer and the campus
will have trouble accommodating a
surge of new students expected
during the next 10 years.
While the budget crunch of the
past five years has abated somewhat, state funding for higher education will continue to he problematic.
Bain said there has been a major
transformation in the way higher
education is viewed in California:
"Historically, if we wanted new
money for a new program it was
given to us by the state. That’s no
longer true, and it’s not going to
turn around for a variety of reasons. Higher education continues

to get less and less of the state budget."
null Finney the associate
lot of the California Higher
laliii.ftion Poll( v Center said
&dining state funding is the
engine that’s driving SJSU’s
attempt to redefine itself
"This is about redili log costs
and improving gadfly." said
whose minim "lit center
rese arc hes issues affet hog «alleges
and Ulliversities. "1 he pi "Nem is
too many students and dm lining
resources."
If lack of funding is (hiving the
need for fundamental change,
then faculty must la. in the driver’s
seat in (141 ’ding %dm Ii programs
meet SJSli’s core mission.
"The burden and decisions rest
with faculty," Finney said. "Faculty
have to answer in a clear way questions about what San Jose State’s
mission is and the balance between
academics and professional development."
The burden for getting faculty

If! can eliminate one program even if it’s a good
program and I can use that money to improve what’s
left, I’m in better shape.
Robert L. Caret
SJSU president

VI
to talk rests with Bain, who’s beginning her first semester here after
spending the last seven years at Cal
State Northridge as dean of the
school of communication, health
and human services.
But on a campus as fragmented
as SJSU, engaging professors in a
conversation with, colleagues in
other departments will be difficult.
"This university has never built
an
identity,"
said
Terry
Christensen, chair of the political
science department. "The deep
loyalties are to the departments
and this has gotten worse during
my 25 sears on campus."
Bain said she might use focus

groups as ia .1, or
and disc
C.
faculty to tall. about SISU’s
This semester, she and Caret leave
met with the Academic Senate’s
executive committee, the council
of deans and the association of
department t hairs.
But Christensen thinks a campuswide dialogue is a daunting
task:
"Philosophically, I’m very comfortable with change. Practically,
I’m a department chair and I’ll
defend my department. Not many
of us will walk up to Caret and
offer to give up our deparunent."

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES / ENTRY LEVEL

Concert

Vet ICU:

From page 1

the show with the song "Release."
At this point, several mosh pits had
moved to the beats.
Looking out at the audience, formed and fighting broke out.
Harper saw a mosh pit that had Vedder never once told his fans to
behave, but instead continued to
grown intense.
Harper said to the moshers, hype up his fans with songs like
"Come on guys in the front. Take "Go," "Animal," "Spin the Black
it easy. It’s only music. Let’s put up Circle" and "Not for You."
Holding a bottle of champagne,
a positive music vibration."
Indeed, the positive music vibra- he said cheers to the fans and
tion Harper aimed to generate was reminded them to listen to "free
radio" broadcasted on 89.3 FM in
felt by the audience.
"I really like him (Harper) a San Jose. After most shows, Pearl
lot," said Kris Venturini from Jam spins records and answers
Alameda. "I like the pace of these questions from fans on their private medium.
guys better they gave a better
Pearl Jam’s performance ended
mood. I’m glad Pearl Jam brought
them to the crowd because it’s at 6:25 pm, but within 10 minutes,
they took the stage again at the
more peaceful than punk."
Josh Harris from Tracy best sum- demands of their fans. ’Vedder permarized Harper and his band’s formed a song from The High
music as a "splash of something Numbers, a band that later
became The Who. "Leaving Here,"
different."
But the big wave rolled in, to the a song about male responsibilities,
thundering sounds of screams and is from a benefit album coming
applause, as Pearl Jam took the out in Jan. 15.
"Guys you better shape up or
stage at 4:35 pm.
Vedder came on sounding fresh the girls \sill take off, Vedder
and healthy and began his part of advised as fans applauded and

cheered in agreement.
Pearl Jam did five encore songs
including a performance with the
Fastbacks and Ben Harper. At this
time, Vedder did more than sing
for his fans. He climbed on top of
a stage-prop pole and sat there
waving at the audience.
After a 2 and a half hours performance and 31 songs, the show
soft
tune,
ended
with
a
"Indifference."
"I can’t leave without saying
thanks from the bottom of my
heart," Vedder told his fans.
Fans who were upset about the
outcome of Pearl Jam’s concert in
Golden Gate Park felt the band
made up for their performance.
"It was incredible. I was really
impressed," said Beth Common
from San Francisco.
However, Ryan Harris from
Vallejo, a fan who attended the
concert in San Francisco, did not
attend this concert. He stood outside a parking lot where Pearl Jam
was expected to come out, picketing the event. Holding a sign that

read: Why pay a second time for a
show that I didn’t we the first
time? Harris said he is still a Pearl
Jam fan, but objected to the group
charging fans 812.50 for this show.
Because Pearl Jam did not complete the concert in San Francisco,
they charged fans Will / is -tilt to that
concert $12.50 instead 01 the general 823.95 for this t ttii«Tt.
"I’ve receivtal more negative
responses than post! it’ responses,
but I’ve had a few pm plc come up
to me and say, ’Yeah, you’re
right, Harris said.

’Lk

Enterprise, one of America’s fast growing and laigest private’s held owiq arum is currently expanding in the Bay Area Ideal candidates will be motivated,
niakent-happen people who will have the ability to follow our fast paced
Management Training l’nx,nam where growth and financial rewards COMO quickly
BS/BA Degree re9uired
Retail/sales expenence a plus
All promotions to management 100% from within
All promotions based on performance and merit
Management incomes yearly 530,000475,000 salary
Full benefits package including profit sharing and 401K

Enterprise is America’s largest rental car company with over 2,000 locations and more than
1600 employees If you are energetic and success driven, we want to hear from You
For Menlo Park, Palo Allis, San Jose, Santa Cruz & Monterey call and ask i ,r Human
Resources at 408-467-1300 or send resume to.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
,M)
226 Airport Parkway, Ste 600
San Jose, CA 95110
I goal opportunity employer

Enterprisel

Students honored with certificate of excellence
By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily staff Writer

Imagine for a moment what it
would lx- like to lw presented with
a novel written In a world-famous
writer in recogtiihiiti of your outstanding work as .1 shiidenL
Seven students, who excelled in
the study of Spat fisli literature and
language, will no longer have to
imagine after being honored at an
Oct. 12 meeting of the Circuit)
Hispanico, SJSU’s Spanish club.
With more than 200 students,
faculty and guests from the community in attendance, each student received a novel, written by
one of Latin America’s prominent
woman writers, Isabel Allende,
along with a certificate of excellence.
The students: Misla Barco,
Laura Callahan. Marta Dorman,
Shari Holztief, Roger Riffenburgh,
Lisa Rodriguci aild Irene Van Der
Lean were chosen by their professors from a field of more than 500.
"It is a symbolic way of aclumwledging those students who have
excelled in the study of language
and literature," said Spanish
Professor Celia Zapata.
Roger Riffenhurgh, a student
majoring in Spanish, said, "I
thought it was a wonderful honor,
and all the more so because it was
a surprise. We didn’t know about it
until they told us that day in class;

it was really nice."
The Chilean noyclist donated
the books to Zapata, who is a personal friend of the writer, to give to
students who couldn’t afford to
buy the books.
"If I would have asked students
who couldn’t afford the books,
everyone would have raised their
hands," Zapata said.
"We wanted to award the students now, before they graduate
and we lose touch with them,"
Zapata said. She asked eight other
professors in the language department to nominate two students
from each of their classes, and
then narrowed it to seven.
"We didn’t have a set criteria for
our choices, said Spanish Professor
Roland Hamilton, "and we weren’t
just looking for ’A’ students. We
were looking for conscientious stu-

dents who offer creative and original observations in d,tss and in
their papers."
"At first 1 was dun ktri. lit ii honsaid
ored and itis, sets Irirdsc
Shari Holtnet. %silo map)! s in
Spanish. "I was sut p ’all that I was
chosen, because I don’t t cally talk
much in class.
"Dr. Zapata told 1111! that she
liked what 1 had to say in my writing, and my ability to reason and
interpret the stories," Holzner
said.
The seven students will
enjoy one final honor when they
meet the novelist in person. They
will be the first to have their books
signed when Allende comes to
SJSU to present, "A Dialogue With
Isabel Allende: From the House of
the Spirits to Paula," on Nov. 15 at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.
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thought you’d never hear from
public transit. But in Santa Clara
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ALL VALUE PRICED!
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South Bay
Pontiac
765W. Capitol Expwy. 448-1500

It you take the bus after working the late shift, getting out of cii or lust
leaving work later in the evening, you can get dropped off anywhere al, tit:
the route. It doesn’t have to be the regular stop. It just has to he closer or
more convenient for you.
Call 408-321-2300 and tell them where you want to go today.

rrA Transportation Agency
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO TODAY?
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San Jose State University

Spartans lose to
No. 11 Gauchos

SJSU hockey team
beats up Berkeley

nearly diving over the scoring
table to land a perfect shot over
the net into Guacho territory
:old keep an SJSU rally alive.
"We were going for everyBy Ken McNeill
thing," Wulff said. "When you
Spartan Daffy Staff Writer
see a teammate flying through
The Event Center rumbled the air, it helps the momentum."
Friday night when the Spartan
The Spartans won game three,
women’s volleyball team, playing 15-9 after finding their passing
without power-hitting senior game and rallying behind the
Paola Paz-Soldan, took on the soft-touch setting of senior
visiting UC Santa Barbara Melizza Benitez, who had 53
Gauchos.
assists for the
The
Spartans
night, and the ace
grabbed an early 5serving of Brooke
1 lead in game
Jones.
one, only to lose
The Spartans
the match 3-1.
moved quickly to
In game one,
a 6-3 lead in game
SJSU seemed to
four, a lead Santa
the
have caught
Barbara struggled
Gauchos off guard
with, but eventualafter a hard service
ly overcame to will
ace
by
Angie
the game 15-11
However,
Sylvas.
and the match 3Choate
Craig
Santa
Barbara
1. The Gauchos
SJSU volleyball
recovered quickly,
head coach are undefeated in
showing why they
ftheenBig West conranked
are
eleventh in the
"You have to
American Volleyball Coaches give San Jose a lot of credit," said
Association, and came back to Kathy Gregory, Santa Barbara
win the game 15-8.
head coach. "They showed no
Down one game, the Spartans fear."
came back from a 1-5 deficit in
"I thought we played pretty
game two to take a commanding well," Choate said. "But we were
12-6 lead. San Jose’s Rachel flat out forgetting some things."
Wulff and Kami Schmedding
The Spartans also hosted ( :ii
controlled the tone of the game State Fullerton Saturday night si
with well-placed kills and service the Event Center with Fuller I, )ii
aces. Schmedding lead the winning
11-15, 15-5, 17-15 awl
15.2
Spartans with 20 kills and Wulff
earned 15 kills.
The Spartans are 6-9 in the
From there, SJSU’s passing conference and 14-13 overall.
game broke down and confusion They will continue to play withset in. The Gauchos jumped on out senior Paola Paz-Soldan,
the opportunity, scoring nine who is out indefinitely with an
unanswered points to win 15-12.
ankle injury she suffered during
"We gave that game back," a match two weeks ago against
said SJSU head coach Craig Nevada.
Choate.
The tides shifted in favor of
The final home game for Sin’ will be
the Spartans in game three after
Nov. 14 when they take m Santa Clara
NVtilff inspired her teammates by
Universtty.

Santa Barbara
wins 3-1

Fight breaks out
after Spartan win

inappropriate and the sh
match began %shun an SIsl.
ice hockes team member
pushed hint ( ltoston said he
grabbeil the pits CI to keep
By Sarah liars es -Lombardo
front falling. hut then the fan
Spartan Daii Sian %met
started pushing him and SJSU
Blistering competition On players joined ific St. Mlle.
at our game
"That gin
the ice Willed Witt loins big
pick fights
after a Spartan ice 1114 Ise% sic- last night II \
(:10UStOn
Citi%tI
with 0511 151,1S I
over
tory
down
S.111)
to no
Limes
.LII
California, Berkeles Satin day
sci
in
its
and
that
guy
night.
Police were called to the Ice mouthing off." Clouston said
security should
Center of San
have been at the
Jose on 10th
to
rink gatc
Street when a
keep tans away
between
fight
from the playfans, players and
ers.
coaching
staff
. cording to
erupted as UC
SIM.’ player Eric
Berkeley players
Russell Clouston
were leasing the
and
the EX
ice after losing
Berkeley players
to San Jose State
simply lost their
University 11- 3.
tempers.
According to
"One of our
witnesses,
the
was
shoving match
(players)
Eric
Russel
soloing toward
started with Cal
SJSU ice hockey player its
and
the
Cal
coach
Shaun
s oath stopped
Clouston and an
him,
said
SJSU fan who
Russell.
"One
was standing at
thing led to
the entrance to
the rink as the teams were exit- another, and they had five guys
ing the ice.
on our guy. Then all hell just
"This guy was just yelling at broke loose."
i in either side,
"The plak
the (CC Berkeley) players as
they walked out," said CC Cal or San Jost. Slate, are not
Berkeley student Valerie Haas. the ones who star ted it," said
"He was swearing and taunting Ron Glasow, SJSI. head coach,
them, and saying things like, who said he didn’t see the
beginning of the scuffle. "It
’Hey, losers."
According to Haas, the SJSU was the (UC Berkeley) coach,
fan, who has not been identi- a fan, and one of our players
fied, had been yelling obsceni- who was not suited up."
ties at the Cal players during
No arrests were made, but
pushed Clouston will have to sit out
the
game,
and
Clouston when the coach the next game and both
stopped to talk to him.
coaches said they expect a few
Clouston said he stopped to players from each team will be
tell the fan his language was suspended.
c.is

Ai

id

I thought we
played pretty well.
But we were flat
out forgetting
some things.

One thing led to
another and they
had five guys on
our guy. Then all
hell just broke
loose.
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the good guys!,
AUDIO VIDEO SPECIALISTS

NOW HIRING FOR
HOLIDAYS!

...A.
TN4

-

The Good Guys!, the West s premier specialty retailer in audio, video and home/Dike i’ ter tit/
acts, is gearing up for the holidays. In keeping with the spirit of the season, wellave som jpecial plans
for our holiday associates. Spend your holidays with The Good Guys! and take advantag of this great
money -making oppoitmily which includes flexible hours, a generous merchandise discount, and 16
hours of paid training for Sales Counselors. Join The Good Guys! for the holidays in one of the following positions:

SPARTAN DAILY

PHOTO BY AARON SUOZZI SPECIAL TO THE
Outside hater Rachel Wulff scores a kill during Saturday’s game
against CSU Fullerton The Spartar’s lost r four games.

DAILY

Raiders’ brute force dominates Bengals
GIN(
NA1 I (Al’)
The
Oaklai it I Raiders weren’t brilliant
or flashy, Iris lii iir,ilbs effective.
rapped their
The R,tichs’is
high-tech passing game in favor of
something more suited to the
weather Sunday, and showed they
can still win with brute force.
Harvey Williams rushed for 134

Sales Counselors

yards and a touchdown it) a conservative offense, and Oakland’s
punishing defense took it from
there for a 20-17 victory.
Living tip to their reputation for
smash-mouth football, the Raiders
(7-2) dominated both of the
Bengals’ lines, got in a few scraps
and kept Cincinnati out of the end

orDD1LV sL

We have a special need for people with computer hardware/software experience

Merchandise Control Associates
(Warehouse/Stock)
For immediate consideration, please attend our

zone until the closiiugsisunids.
They dominated ft all the first
snap.
"We did what we thought we
had to do," coach Mike White said.
"We needed to run. The weather
was a little cool, and we’re
Californians and all that our
state of mind."
Their mindset locked in early on
a 32-degree afternoon. The
Raiders took it to Cincinnati (3-6)

Decide for Yourself!

Brewhouse P. Eatery

Holiday Job Fair
Monday, November 6th

111

Student

Union Building
Guadalupe Room
10:00 AM" 3:00 PM
if unable to attend our lob fair, apply at one of the following store locations:
Blossom Hill Store, 5353 Almaden Expressway
Santo Clara Store, 3149 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Sunnyvale Store, 1247 West El (amino
Tully Store, 1966 Tully Rood
Preview our home page on the World Wide Web at:
http:,"’www.monster.com http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/goodguys TOE

on both sides of the ball, and thoroughly enjoyed it.
"When we’re running like we
did today, we get in that mode of
just trying to stuff it down people’s
throats," said Jeff Hostetler, who
returned after missing a game
because of a throat injury. "That’s
basically what we got into. We were
running the ball and were just scattering a couple of passes when we
had to."

If your dream is to become a medical doctor, don’t
let someone else decide you can’t do it. Decide for
yourself! Call us today to find out what your options :

Innovative, fresh seafood, steak,
pork, chicken, salads, and pasta
served for lunch and dinner daily.
The bar features award -winning
beers including Porter, Pale Ale,
ESB and a seasonal favorite. Live
entertainment Thursday through
Sunday.

. are at the UAG.
.

111 South Murphy Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-7824FAX (408) 733-8969
http://www.los-gatos.ca.us/stoddards.html
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Expansion Panthers rip apart defending champions
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Call
it what you want - shocking, stunninf, or inconceivable - but
you d better believe it.
Carolina became the first expansion club to win four games and
defeat a defending Super Bowl
champion in its inaugural season,
downing the San Francisco 49ers,
13-7 Sunday.
"We’re hurting. I thought it
couldn’t get any worse," said San
Francisco safety Tim McDonald.
It was just the opposite for

Classi

"This is a very special day for
us," Carolina coach Dom Capers
said.
In the end, the 49ers were without their lop two quarterbacks and
committed five turnovers. Three
occurred inside the Carolina 10,
including Tim McKyer’s 96-yard
interception return for a touchdown.
"I saw Tim grab the ball and 1
thought, ’Oh, baby! Home, sweet
home," Carolina linebacker Sam

480 S. 10TH ST. Carport and TIRED OF MAKING MINIMUM
laundry. 2 bdrm. 8650-8700 mo. WAGE? Immediate openings for 3
aggressive income oriented sales
Manager: 776-0134, Apt. 10.
reps. PT/FT in the exciting field of
commercial/industrial lighting.
SUMMERWIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM Be part of the decision making
APARTMENT HOMES IN 1HE AREA! process in a team focused environment. If your future involves
1,000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
W/D hook ups
sales/marketing, you can’t pass
Huge Clubhouse
up this resume enhancing opporResident activities
tunity. Salary & comm. Call for
immed. interview. 4084537060.
Minutes to campus
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts CASHER/COUNTER HELP Needed
Basketball Courts
Day & evening shifts, weekdays &
Rents from $825.00 month! weekends. Mountain Mikes Pizza,
408-279.2300
2011 Naglee Ave. Si 280-5070.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $745- $795/month.
Call 288-9157.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT TO QUIET
female student in Berryessa
neighborhood. Bath to share with
one other renter. Laundry & kitchen
privileges. Swimming pool. $400
per month. Call 251-4258.
ROOM FOR RENT IN BEAUTIFUL
Willow Glen Home. Garage space,
kit/bath pry. Clean & quiet. N/S.
No pets. Prefer female faculty/
staff/grad. aLdent Eves: 2866921.

"We have to realize we can do
something special next week
(against the Rams) and that’s to be
a .500 team," added Mills. "We
can’t waste focus on die whole picture."
San Francisco (5-4), which faces
Dallas next week, uas again with Sieve V
g. lb [limed a third
straight game be( mise of his still
healing bruised passiii g shoulder.
Said a glum San
isco guard
Jesse Sapolu, "Nob, ’Ii expects us
to win next week. We’re going to

go out there and give it our best
shot."
Elvis Grbac, who threw for 327
yards, went down with an ankle
sprain late in the fourth quarter,
and 49ers were left with thirdstringer Cary Conklin leading
them on a last-ditch drive that fell
far short.
Shot down by Carolina’s defense
and their own mistakes for three
quarters, the 49ers finally scored
on Derek Loville’s 1 -yard run with
13:93 remaining, sparing San

led

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
WANTED
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The HELP MAKE A MIRACLE!
classified columns of the Spartan Loving surrogate mother wanted
Daily consist of paid advertlaing to help an infertile couple. Wife
and clearings are not acproved or is blonde and green-eyed. A
verified by the nevrspaper.
devoted, loving couple long to
become parents, and need your
help! If you are motivated to help
ANNOUNCEMENTS us realize our dream, please call!
Small Miracles (408)379-4100.
MISSING: TIM GAVELLOI where
are you? If you see this message,
please come to the Collonades
EMPLOYMENT
and dial 023. C.H.
ATTENTION PRETZEL LOVERS!
FAST FUNDRAISER
Auntie Anne’s Pretzels at
Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks, Oakridge Mall has openings for
groups, dubs, motwated indroduals. P/T, afternoons. nftes and weekFast, easy -No financial obligation. ends. Flex hours around your
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
school schedule. 85.00+. Stop by
the store or call 229-2008.
S7110ENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
NANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER
Los Gatos working mother seeks
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
helper for child care, errands and
For info call 1800-655-3225.
light housekeeping. One school.
age child. Experience, refs. and
reliable car required. M-F 1 to 6.
$6 to $7/hr, DOE. Call 356-2613.
FOR RENT

2 BDRM. APARTMENT - $750/MO.
Security typs is, Jing,
Secure Parkipg
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

Mills said. "He took it in there and
that was a big play."
Carolina (4-5) surpassed the
previous high for an expansion
club with its fourth straight victory
and is by no means out of playoff
contention in the NEC West.
"It seems like one of the more
improbable things to come in as a
rookie and beat the world champions on their home turf," Panthers
quarterback Kerry Collins said.
"We expect to win. Today it happened.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX: 924-3282
VAN DRIVER/TEACHERS AIDE
PT pm position available with
school age children. Great growth
opportunity. Immediate opening.
ECE + experience preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-867-4515.
BRIGHT COMPUTER STUDENT
needed to maintain Our network
12-20 hrs/wk flex. IBM LAN &
Novell. Neat, good comm. skills.
Good pay. Call Laurie 232-9832.
CHILDCARE ASST. For Los Gatos
health club. Flexible hours,
8:30am 1:00pm, Mon. -Sat.
Contact Joyce at 408-358-1967.
CASHIERS WANTED FT or PT.
Flexile hours perfect for students.
Starting par $6 to $6.50 per hour.
Fa to send resune to Nlarty Jensen
Classic Car Wash
871 E. Hamilton Ave.
Campbell CA 95008.
Fax It 371-4337.
SAN JOSE’S FINEST ATHLETIC
Club is looking for PT Front Desk
help. Please contact Jim U. at
267-3700.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
School Age Program. Energetic
individuals encouraged to apply.
Teacher position - ECE units
required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
998-1343.

VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
wanted. Must be energetic, have
a professional customer service
attitude, & have neat appearance.
Be a valet for weddings, exclusive
private parties, and at on-going
locations in Los Gatos area. P/T
weekends. $6.75/hr +Tips. Poss.
F/T management opportunities.
MUSIC MINDED, OUTGOING, and Call Mike 0510-866-7275.
responsible students wanted for
DJ work for multi system co. Must ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
be available of Fri. and Sat, and Work for environmental justice.
have own car. Will train if you’ve P/T evening positions for
got what it takes. 408-270-1249. articulate and motivated persons
with opportunity for advancement,
WEEKEND JOB Sot & Sim 8 am- travel and benefits. EOE. Call
12. Assist healthy. active, dis- Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
abled person w/personal care, 288-7882. 1-4pm.
cooking. cleaning. Can train.
ATHLETIC MINDED!!!
Questions? 408-364-0303.
Perfect Student Work. Tear
atmosphere. 408-6549635.
SEEKING SHARP INDIVIDUALS to
market prepaid long distance
TEACHERS/AIDES
phone cards. Possible 82000.+
mo. part-time. For more info call 100 great children are looking for
a few great teachers. Teachers &
408-997-6235.
aides are needed for Campbell
NO EXPERIENCE? WE’RE HIRING! before& after schookage program.
Greeters/Bussers/Servers P/T FT and PT positions available.
Excellent salary & benefits. Please
The Old Spaghetti Factory
51 N. San Pedro. Apply in person. Call Laura 408-3702143. EOE.

ACCOUNTING INTERN. Local CPA
firm needs top student -accounting
rotator who has completed first semee,
ter of Intern. Actg, strong computer
skills- to assist with automated ea
telanceAsorlemPer Prefram, dewloP
graphics-based financial present&
bons & spreadsheet aoPlicatims. 10.
20 hrs/wk-flexible. Call Jim Perisho
or Kathy Baker at 408-453-2828.

THE YWCA has Immediate
openings for Childcare Teachers
and Aides with E.C.E.. Rec., P.E.
REAL ESTATE
or Psych units. P/T & 3/4 time
Si NM/LEE PK. Post-Victorian. available. Salary & benefits. Call
Immaculate 2 BR/2BA + opt. 3rd 247-1693 for more info.
BR/Den, large LR/DR, remod.
kit., hardwood floors, landscaped PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
yard/patio, walk to campus. Downtown SJ Law Firm has imme
5379K Call Peter Uzzi 999-0900. diate opening for P-T receptionist
Sam-12noon, M-F. Must speak
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for some Spirsh.Need soya:repute%
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, phone & clerical expenence. Good
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll interpersonal and organizational
Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. H-2236 skills. Please apply in person at
96 N. 3rd St. 500. between
for current itstings.
9am-4pm M-F.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE.
part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
Downtown San Jose Appty in person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.

DAYCARE TEACHERS Smal HAYWARDFREMONTrUPIONCHY
World Schoc
teachers
Wordprocessing & editing:
for our schoo, to: Jaycare pro- Academic / Bus. work accepted!!
grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec, ReportsThesesMLA/Turaben
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience EXPERT In APA format (4th Ed.)
preferred. Most positions are WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer FM
2 - 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M-F. Short 7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 Pm.
morning shifts are also available.
SUZANNE SCOTT
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
510-441.0504 or 510-489-9794.

55$ DELIVERY DRIVERS SU
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent pan-time job.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require ciAn cfr good DMV+ Its. PART-TIMERS WANTED!! Deluxe
San Jose or Cuperttno area. Call Corporation is looking for TeleTAKEOUT TAXI 369.9400 after Son. phone Order Clerks. Accurate,
Detail Oriented, Team Players with
Good Communication Skills a
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions w/infants, tod- MUST! 12-6pm 4 days a week
dlers, preschool and school age. plus Sat. 9-4pm. 25-38 hrs. a
Great advancement and growth week. Also looking for production
oppty. Good benefits. Immed. workers day/graveyard. Apply
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. in person. M -F. 7:30-3:00pm.
Call Action Day Nurseries. 1551 Dell Ave. Campbell.
408-867-4515.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
Too many benefits to list!
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. Day. Swing, Crave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Cal or appy n person. Mar-Sun 7-7.
Cali Today. Work Tomorrow.
403-286-5880. 5550 Madan Am.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
btwn. Sal Cabs and Pcricnocr,
Downtown.. 408-494-0260
batied the Cad and Party Stcre.
Campbell.
408-3642700
Office posit,,,, tilso available. ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
to 83.000-86,000+ per month.
with scheduled increases.
Room and Board! Transportation!
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Male or Female. No experience
necessary. Call 1-206-545-4155
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
ext A60411.
FULL TRAINING
EXCFI I FNT BENEFITS
S35,000/YR. INCOME
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
potential. Reading books. Toll
Medical/Dental Insurance
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. RWEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
2236 for details.
Apply. Mon. -Fri. 8am -5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Near 101 at Sal Tony Expressway. Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
EARN $1500.00 WEEKLY 1-206-634-0468 ext. C60411.
working at hoe- el Ten best
opportunities for starting a home
businees. For FREE info send a WORD PROCESSING
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Hello-Tech, 467 Saratoga ToJo’s Word Processing SMACO
Ave., #237. San Jose, CA 95129. Incredible student rates on
resumes and school papers.
$14.00 / HOUR
Add color to your reports at a low
Sales
Weekends/Evenings cost. Ask about our resume
Canvassers and Telemarketers
and school paper programs!!
CALL TODAY (408) 9374201
253-8818.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp (*course material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 3745150

NO FEAR!!! MULTI-MILLION
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or part-time,
full-time training. To arrange for
an interview, call Nanda Holz at
408.358.7711.
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wild-grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
Is Industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly,
part-time. Lots of support?
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-264-7871(24 hour message).
REPRINT RIGHTS YOU CAN SELL
NOW Over 600 ’How-to Books.
Reports & Guides’ Valued $845.
On Windows CD ROM. Just $99,
(includes S&H&T) Call 24 hrs.
1-800-241-9229 Visa/lViC/AmExp.

TRAVEL
FREE TRIPS & CASH""
Find out how hundreds of students
are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with America’s
01 Spnng Break Canary/ Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, or Florida’ CALL NOW
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 -80095-BREAK

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES

CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

MOOLDEEIDEJOMMOOMPIODEDEIMODO
ODOEIDEIEDOEDOOMMEIDOOMEDEIDEDO
OMEICCOODOODEECOOMODOOMEIDOM

DOOMOCIDOODOEMOOMMEIEiiinriri
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two Theta
On
MT*
DAY*
DIN
$9
3 lines
$S
$7
$10
$6
4 lbws
$11
$11
lima
$7
$9
$12
elks..
$10
$6
$1 for each additional line.

Fleie
Days
$13
$14
PRI e
$15

$16

Attar M. fifth day, rats harems by $t par day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words avalable in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines: $110

money order to
Send cr.,
Spartan Daily Classifieds
5EnJose State Univarsity

San Jose, CA 95192-0149
? ( :Iassilled desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
III Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Wratestor,,,ectitNepubNattft,titilortitfilv
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
_Rental Housrici
_Carpus
:*
Greek Messa.....jes _Shared
_Events*
_Real EStd’i
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty.
_Volunteers’
_Spons/ThrtIls.
_For Sale*
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainment.
_Cornouters Etc _Travel
_Tutoring.
_Wanted.
_Word Pro.
_Empiorent
_Seto at, :
._Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair remove: forever.
Specialist. Confoentai.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

cot M

50% DISCOUNT’
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye boar - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st. 1995.
406379.3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 1$17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permaCOOL
nently remove your unwanted hair.
http://www.aqui.corn
Back - Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin HOT
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
SCHOLARSHIPS
621. E. Campbell Ave. *17.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 Campbell . (4081379-350a
Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
SERVICES
grades, income, or parent’s income.
Le us help. Cal %rent Franca Ser- RESUME PREPARATION by
vices: 1-800-263-6495 ext. member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates
F60411.
Cochrers Professorial Resumes
(408) 3566782
GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS &GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
for College Students.
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Everyone Qualifies.
Student Discounts,
Don’t wait! Call now!
Blg-O-TIres
UFO NETWORK
233619Camtno Real. Santa Clara
Mon -Fr: 8 to 5 30, Sat: 9 tp
510-651-3773
261-4430.
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
College & Grad Students Grades. WRITING HELP. Fast professora
SAT scores & age not always a eat trg , rewriting, ghostwriting.
factor. Recorded message gives Letters,-’reports. essays. state
details. 4C6629-4098, Ann. #176. merles’ alateles. etc. For more
info please call Dave Boock,
K
FREE MONEY For You Education! 5104301-91554. Ereergero
Apply for your share in millions of VISA/MASTERCARD FAX
unclaimed prrvate sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.

SUBSTITUTES -FLEXIBLE HOURS.
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
INSURANCE
Sm a. Wir d Scnools ,s Cr ng
Word Processing.
Only ten minutes from campus
AUTO INSURANCE
substitute teachers for our 14
Campus Insurance Service
preschool & school-age daycare (Cupertino/West San Jose area).
programs. 6-12 units it ECE. Rec. Term Papers, Thesis. Resumes.
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
Tape Transcription. etc.
APA, Turabian and MLA.
"Great Rates for Good Chvers"
Preferred. This is a great position
for students. We can work around Days and evenings, seven days. "Good Rates for Non-Good Divers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
your school schedule even if
Suzanne 996-1686.
"Good Student" "Family Mufti-car
you are only available 1 or 2
CALL TODAY 296-5270
aft ern oons. Cal 379-3200 ext 21. PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
projects, resumes, letters,
’TUTORS NEEDED. EARN $10515
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
mini-micro cassette transcription.
per hour. We get students to
UP to $120/week!
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
etc. All formats. Experienced,
Become a Sperm Donor.
call you. Call Jack 227-6685.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old. dependable, quick return.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Almaden/Branham area.
EXPERIENCED TECHS - TANDEM
w/unix
techs
"Network computer
SPORTS/THRILLS
Contact California Cryobank Call Linda 408-264-4504.
415-324-1900. M -F, 85pm.
Please leave message.
& workstation experience.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
""Help Desk" person for unix
There is nothing compared to
CALL MARCIA 268-9448
network. Strong communication BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Nursing/Soc. Work/English
the exhilaration experienced by
skills& customer service criented Earn to $25.00/hr salary tips.
Edit/Format Specialist for
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Eoth are P/T school year. F/T other Students needed tithe immediate
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
times. $1375/hr. Get resume &call area, Full-time/part-time openings. Projects/Terrn Papers/Resumes
Dick Sillan, Engineering. E 283 E Call today 1-415-968-9933.
APA Tumble’ MLA
SJSU student owned & operated
Grammar.R.nctuaton.Ferasee
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
International Bartenders School.
924-3928 leave message.
Tables /Charts /disk edit
1-510434-7575.
YismadorudStudsilsWelcans
SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
540,000/YR INCOME
LEARN TO FLY
10 minutes ’run, campus!
Resorts are now hiring for many potential. Home Typists/PC
SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB
positions this winter. Up to users. Toll Free 1-800-89882.000+ in salary & benefits. 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. San Jose International Ate),
Science & English papers/theses Since 1974 - No Monthly Dues
Call Vertical Employrnent Group:
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
$100 Per Year.
(206) 634-0469 ext. V60411.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate spell check and storage. APA, Persoralized Professional tramcar
CASHIER POSITION AVAILABLE Asian couples need your help Turabian and other formats. .Competitive Rates
to conceive. Can you help? Resumes. editing, graphics Introductory night $35
85.50 - $6.00 /hour
Stevens Creek Unocal 76
Ages 21-30, healthy and and other services available. .22 Planes To Choose From
responsible. Generous stipend Masterson’s Word Processing. Private Through ATP
4185 Stevens Creek Blvd
8am
3pm
Mon. Frt.
and expenses paid. Please call Cal Paul a Virginia 408-251-0449. 1101Am:in Blvd SanJose. GA 96110
14081275-0300.
Ask for David. 296-5258.
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST r.cm
acceotrft
ty:
sh to
All
rt,:r
beginning
Learn
.
:.anced.
blues. Rock.
ar
Reggae. or Folk.
F-Gtt
t- i98-6124.

HEALM&BEAUTY

COMPUTERS ETC.

oPnummu
FREE TRAININGIMMEDIATE $5
Marketing Reps Clean Water
Earth Friendly Products
P1/FT. 408-5670770.

Francisco the indignity of its first
shutout in
But the Viets failed to ,a ore
again. Grhar threw a set nod interception ear Is in the final period,
and Tony Zendejas hadls shanked
a 32-yard field goal trs with 6:37
left.
Carolina’s Derrick Moore went
down late in the game with a
sprained right knee. He was scheduled for ail NI RI scan on Monday
and there was no word on how
long he’ll be out.

Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

INFCRI4A71061
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
Home securty
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- rr,tn.19-mtn max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. We 408-6835723.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades wner help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
Convene-. Peninsula locat 0"
Disserta
rests spec a a
Samples
-tences am,
Chinese f.
of tangs
.
Foreign,: .yo come’
for free
r: c O’ (41.6) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.

Certain advertisements in
these coloms may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In additior readers should
carefullv investigate all firms
offering employment listings
atcouponshirdiscuunt
vacations or mem. hand I se.

DAILY
CROS SWORD
ACROSS
1 Summoned
6 "Cal on - Tin
Roof’
10 Out of danger
14 Crockett’s last
stand
15 Steak order
16 Greek war god
17 Gin’s companion
18 Manner
19 Suggestion
20 Kitchen device
22 Each
24 Actress
Cheryl 25 More sprint-1,d
26 Less at ease
30 Glom - get
hold of
32 Diving btrd
33 HOuSe se
35 01 the moon
40 Western hai
42 Fare
44 Fable writer
45 Afternoon

4=

7

weapon
48 Tel 50 Showed
affection
52 Gallery
56 Piece Cif news
58 Tonsured
59 Meteorologist s
term
64 Puppeteer Baird
65 Jug
67 Narrow street
68 At - (not in
agreement)
69 Elernrees
70 Prove rnnocent
71 Try out
72 By - (from
memory)
73 Flavor

DOWN
Cracker spread

PREviOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

0

113130
II

131 A
UMM
=MU OROM
ROOM ODOM
MOM UMW
MEMO MIANUM
11

,

11r1 10 It un..d

2 Sleep Irke 3 Pack of
hoodlums
4 Radiate
5 Obedreni
6 Ready to kohl
7 Coiffures
8 Type of
natural
resource
9 Renter
10 Former litle
India
11 Hrstorran

Durant
12 Picket
13 Chemical
compound
21 Traveler Polo
23 Lagoons
26 ’Born Free lioness
27 - on indulge
28 Departs
29 Two - eight
ism
31 Wine growing
va ley
34 Opposed to

36 Utili:
37 Dozes
38 Tommie of the
diamond
39 Marsh one
41 DetertNe
Sam
43 Out
46 Obvi
49 Facade
51 Fffeel

541
55 Sea captains
command
57 Brief
60 Earthenwao
pot
61 Ouebec s
Sept 62 in apple -etc
order
63 Ancrent
Phoenician city

EMMEN MUM MEMO
MM. NOM NM=
MIME UM UM=
EMMEMMEN MOM
MOM MINIMME
MOEN= OM
MI= NO= =MEM
NUM= INIMMINIM
EMMINI NM= MUM
NM= MIME
MEM= NM=
MUM= NMEMMMOM
OM IMMO MEM
MEM MUM NEM
MUM NM MEM

8 Iondo.
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SJSU
tennis
team
opens
season

Maleeva captures third title
do

&

Ersiok

‘-

Tu ass.y
Jose State
University returns
serve by Universit.,
of the Pacific s
Toshimag,
Yawahara who wer
on to def.t fl,s
6-3 anc
Northerr C
Rolex
Saturday mu
:
There are 11
competing
tournament v,’
last until Tuesaa),
PHI-

STEVE KkI ,A
SPARTAN DAll

*
’

SJSU swimmer wins two races at meet
Spar., [lain Stall Repo, E

San Jose Staic Universin LIM Carlsson won the
200- and 500a.ard freestyle races at the Pacific
Intercollegiate Invitational swimming meet.
Carlsson was one of four swimmers in the

Football team
avoids shutout,
but loses 21-7

SPARTAN DAILY

San Jose State l’itiversity

women’s nieet to win more than one event.
Even though, Carlsson won those two events.
SJSU only earned a score of 88, compared to the
meets top-scoring team Nevada who recorded a
final score of 403.

Magdalena
OAKLAND (AP)
Maleeva took advantage of repeated unforced errors and six double
faults by Al Sugiyama on Sunday in
a 6-3, 6-4 victory in the finals of the
Bank of the West Classic.
Maleeva, the tournament’s second seed, needed just 62 minutes
to defeat Sugiyama, playing in her
second women’s tour final.
Maleeva earned $79,000 by capturing her third tour title of the year.
Maleeva lost just five points on
her serve in the first set, as
Sugiyama hit many routine shots
long or wide.
Sugiyama rallied to tie the second set after falling behind 4-2,
but Maleeva held her serve and
then finished off the match with a
service break as Sugiyama double
faulted on the last two points.
Maleeva, who also has won tides
in Chicago and Moscow this year,
is ranked seventh in the world. She
said her strong service returns
force opponents into double
faults.
"I’m returning well and I do put
a lot of pressure on them, so they
know they have to hit a good second serve," Maleeva said. "As soon
as I was trying to play safe and just
put the ball in, I was losing points.
I had to wall \ make her miss."
SlIgIN.1111.1 made 22 unforced
errors it) the match, while hitting
only 13 winners. Her only presieeuis
appearimce in a tour final came in
Surabaya, Indonesia, last scat
when she had to retire in the third
set because of heat exhattstit .

hope to come back next
year," Sugiyama told the crowd of
4,996 at the end of the match, "but
first I’ll go home and work on my
serve."
Organizers of the $430,000
indoor tournament had hoped for
a final featuring top seed Monica
Seles, but she pulled out one day
huh ire her first mat(’ h because of

tendinitis in her left knee. That
was only one of the injury problems to plague the event.
Lindsay
Third-seeded
Davenport defaulted her semifinal
match against Sugiyama because
of a lower back injury, and No. 4
Mary Joe Fernandez had back
problems in her semifinal loss to
Maleeva.
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APPLIED MATERIALS

MaSterCiara PreSentS

Spartan Daily Staff Reports

Corey Walker rushed for 146
its-,
iii lidowns
yards and
Saturday in _Nt hi, isisst,th.’, 21-7
)I5 over
\Ulf
West
(
Big
\
Satose State
os elan. 2-3
The Indians
conference) lost what wttold have
been its first shutout sin,. e 1987
when Dan O’Dell tiutuitee ted with
Brian Lundy for a 26-,1111 siore on
the last play of the pule.
Walker, who carried 19 times,
scored on a 5-yard run that ended
a 110-yard drive in the final 2 minutes of the first half. He added a
14-vard score in the third period.
On the Indians’ next drive,
Johnny Covington, who completed 32-of-45 passes for 294 yards,
hit Maurice Thomas with a 9-vard
scoring pass.
Lundy’s score came as the
ed 72
Spartans (2-7.
yards in eight plays doting the
game’s final 45 sc,lids. Lundy
lead all receivers Its earning 5
catches for 73 yards iii he game.
Arkansas State last shot out an
opponent while still 1,1avirig in

49’ Plane MCIS
COLLEGE
Cme
-asterValu6

NCAA Dix isif
1.-AA. defeating
McNrese Shift 17-f III I’fft7.
maid I Andsev lead
Halfbar
the Spartans in t nshing with 11
Linercarries and 63 suds. SIM

hack Carl Dean uumple led 14 of
22 passes for 105 yards.
The Amociated Pols contributed to
this npurt.

GRE-LSAT
GMAT -SAT -I
CREST -ELM
ANSWERS
v J4419 Batter.. has \ott
prepaatien
A Yes our proGrarrt are atsclutelv uP-t0date

roma free ’repeat’ poecy.
...a prepare ow 17.1 strzients eacr
’ ""erV year
er..1 Instructors we ft* erectenitchea
adverted degees
1 materiels are inekfted
A
we actnreter pnagarrs kr 26
C.11tertia State i*westtesces
and law sehods

Save $10 Plus Get Up To 7,000* Bonus Miles
When You Use Your MasterCard" Card To Fly Shuttle’ By United.
Take $10 Off When You Buy A Roundtrip
On Shuttle’s. By United. Its fast, it’s easy,
and you won’t have to worry about lost,
stolen, or forgotten tickets again.
All you need to do is:
riayo your MaslerLardfi card ready and cal; 1 -800 SHUTTLE, ask for E-Tickerm and honk your fhiqit

A NEM al progrcm3 are on campus

2 Mention this coupon code

we teen helping stizlenis prepere
*. rat ve-r,
what would you paper t to pay for a pea
gram that dives volt Oil ’hose answers’

3. We’ll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing database Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you. II
needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1 -800 -SHUTTLE).

A !our tees rarve trQrrl only 5125 to $195

BOBROW
Test Prep:Ira( ion

SERVICES
(

I

) 6 SO- 6 5 5 6

SAN_ j_p_E STATE
UMVERSITY
c,ICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATr,N
(

D S) 9 2 I

Promo UA 0107.

4 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES simply call
1-800-930-3104 arid enroll in Mfleage Plusfi or
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order
M rormiyo ynur first roundtrip flight bonus
5. When you check in for your flight, show your
student photo ID. and your MasterCard’’ card
you used to purchase your flight.

[ravel Agenl

Call 1 -800 -SHUTTLE, ask tor
E-Ticketsm and book your flight
To receive bonus miles
call 1-800-930-3104

; inslru

Treat as Type A - Uiscount L.

Stuff The Lawyers Wrote...
’mid roundthp tares ot $75
ALL 1 -896-SHUTTLE
with a MasterCardfi card
,
Ind is only wild on up to two
, night date and class of service
by May IS 1996 whichever is
,
1 11.
1996 Otter is not valid wilt, any
other discounts promotional lams Mileage Plusfi Awards, Silver Wing Plus’
convention group, tour government mrlotary senior citizen student chit
package travel industry discount pint, interline wholesale. or bull I)
travel ,s etimpte for mileage Plus rrs011 SeatsyoltOtire iir roll. II"’
ii .
capacity controlled and may
I ’
does not apply November 21,.’,
1-2, 1996 or Apr.I 4.8, 19% A.
1,1
Passenger Facility Charges are extra Gerillicate nos no cash or ;fauna value end
is void it altered or duplicated
JVc1,141,11.1,01,, u111101,e1S

1. Varrdale on 11A/016 only Ai .
sotto:ice using appropriate 11I1 code
2. Issue ticket as follows
a FARE BASIS Actual eta Istied Fare Basis and DC stun ISt ’
O ENDORSEMENTS ’VIP UA Add other !esinctons rig ’Mill
it space allows
c NOT VALID BEFORE - Normal date or tam used
o NOT VALID AF IR May 15 1996 1,11e eq11,111011 dale whichever is &die,
e FORM OF PAYMENT Actual tOIM 01 payment
I FARE/TAX/1010L Subtract 59 09 trim LOY! tare Add appIrcable
surcharges/taxes/lees and compute total
g APOLLO AGENCIES Enter 98010 Minor keystroke variations my exist
depending on your CRS, so please check
3. Draw a diagonal fine Write EXCHANGED across Certificate lace Enter ticket
Attach auchlois coupon In certificate and report to ARC
4
11,c1 common on amount actually collected

Promo Code UA 0107 PROMO 0 8 016 5003 000 005 3

COLLEGE

RAO:

’Receive 5,000 bonus miles on the first molt do ei ion nn tinted,’ Mood
. .
Express/Shuttle by United through Sill
2.000 bonus mrles when you enroll if. , ’ ’
his promotion Vaird only on Iasi
rr ;
rA

r.rosterValuel

’Must be issued using E timer’ electronic ticketing service tor a roundirrp late
ot $75 or more Travel must be completed by May 31 1996

2 600

s.

".

I.it,11.0i,r01,14....at..

direr

